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Abstract

An October 2005 report, Rising Above The Gathering Storm: Energizing and
Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future, has led to a new mainstream
consensus in the U.S. innovation policy. Both President Bush and bipartisan
majorities in Congress have endorsed the report’s main recommendations, which
propose more federal funding for basic research in the physical sciences, more
funding for science and engineering education, and tax credits for corporate
research and development. These recommendations generally are noncontroversial in the U.S., which helps account for their popularity. Increased
economic anxiety about American jobs and competitiveness also explains why
these proposals are popular at this time.
However, there are good analytical reasons for thinking that the actions
recommended by Gathering Storm, while valuable, are incomplete and not
sufficient to ensure good American jobs and strong economic competitiveness in
the new world economy. Other steps are also important. Moreover, there is
good reason to believe that the world-view implicit in Gathering Storm is limited
and outdated, because of changes in the U.S. and global economies – changes
discussed in this paper.
This paper, prepared for the Washington, DC, office of NEDO, offers a
sympathetic yet skeptical analysis of the Gathering Storm report and the
mainstream innovation policy consensus that has formed around it.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Purpose of This Study
Many Americans now worry that the United States is entering another
period in which industrial innovation is not sufficient to ensure continued robust
productivity growth, a rising standard of living, and a healthy competitive
position in the world. Fears about rising competition from China and India and
the “outsourcing” of U.S. jobs to Asia add to these concerns. The consensus view
is that the U.S. faces a “gathering storm” of changes in the world that will create
substantial challenges unless action is taken soon to address them. Furthermore,
this consensus view argues that the best way to meet these challenges is through
additional federal support for basic research; support for science, engineering,
and mathematics education; and tax incentives for industrial research and
development (R&D).
This apparent consensus view is reflected in the Gathering Storm report of
the National Academies,1 released on October 12, 2005. This report has become
the rallying point for a wide range of institutions, organizations, and individuals
concerned about innovation in the United States. It has been widely circulated
and discussed in the media and elsewhere, and it laid the groundwork for
President Bush’s “American Competitiveness Initiative” (ACI), which he
announced in his January 2006 State of the Union speech. Many of its
recommendations for action also have been incorporated in several legislative
proposals in Congress, culminating in April 2007 when the Senate passed S. 761,
1

Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century, National Academy of Sciences,
National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, Rising Above the Gathering Storm:
Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future, Washington, DC: National
Academies Press, October 12, 2005. PDF and printed versions of the report are available for sale from the
National Academies, at: http://books.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=11463.
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the proposed America Creating Opportunities to Meaningfully Promote
Excellence in Technology, Education, and Science Act (“America COMPETES
Act”). That bill, which contains the many of the proposals made in Gathering
Storm and the American Competitiveness Initiative, passed the Senate by a vote
of 88-8. Other bills that endorse Gathering Storm’s recommendations are now
pending in the U.S. House of Representatives.
Despite the embrace of Gathering Storm, the ACI, and S. 761 by diverse
industrial, academic, and governmental interests, there are reasons to be
skeptical of the report’s analysis and recommendations. No one has published a
direct criticism of the report, but many innovation policy analysts in the U.S. are
privately skeptical of Gathering Storm.
These skeptics understand that Gathering Storm is a political document,
containing non-controversial recommendations that almost everyone can agree
to, including both ends of the U.S. political spectrum. It is therefore a minimalist
set of policy recommendations. Nearly everyone agrees that its
recommendations – especially for more funding of basic research and science
education – are important and valuable. And most analysts do not want to
criticize it publicly, because they do not want to be seen as opposing more
federal support for basic research.
Nevertheless, many analysts privately believe that the report’s analysis
and recommendations are not sufficient. That is, while they think more basic
research and more science education are good things, they do not think that the
report and the mainstream innovation policy consensus that has grown around it
present a complete list of the things that the United States must do to stay
innovative and competitive in today’s global economy. Some analysts do not
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think it even addresses the most important policy challenges. And some skeptics
privately worry that the analysis presented in the report will mislead policymakers and the American public into thinking that the United States will succeed
in innovation and significant job creation if only we invest more in basic research
and science education. Instead, the skeptics argue that today’s global economic
challenges require more attention both to the lessons learned about innovation in
the 1980s and to the particular realities of the current decade.
This report tries to summarize both the new policy consensus that has
grown around the points made in Gathering Storm and the reasons for being
skeptical about the report’s findings and recommendations.

1.2. Organization of This Report
This report has five additional chapters, and they cover the following
topics.


Chapter 2 summarizes the Gathering Storm report and today’s
mainstream consensus regarding U.S. innovation policy.



Chapter 3 summarizes some reasons for being skeptical about the
analysis and recommendations in Gathering Storm, and particularly
the ways in what the report, while valuable, may be incomplete.



Chapter 4 presents broader views of what is necessary to ensure U.S.
innovation and competitiveness in this new era of global competition.



Chapter 5 points out that while Congress continues to debate
innovation legislation, it also now turning in a major way to a related
subject: possible new programs for alternative energy and to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. This is the likely next step in the American
debate over innovation policy.



Chapter 6 is this study’s conclusion.
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2. GATHERING STORM AND TODAY’S MAINSTREAM CONSENSUS
REGARDING U.S. INNOVATION POLICY
This chapter of TPI’s study discusses the public concern that recently led
policy analysts and policy-makers in Washington to think again about issues of
innovation, competitiveness, and jobs, and it examines two reports that
particularly influenced U.S. thinking about these issues. The first is Innovate
America, a December 2004 report by the Council on Competitiveness, a private
group in Washington. The better known and more influential of the two reports
has the title Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for
a Brighter Economic Future (often simply called Gathering Storm). After its
publication in October 2005, it proved very popular in Washington and became
the key document in a new “mainstream policy consensus” regarding issues of
innovation and competitiveness. The report influenced both President Bush,
who proposed an “American Competitiveness Initiative” based on its
recommendations, and important members of Congress. This chapter concludes
with a discussion of the policy actions taken so far based on Gathering Storm’s
recommendations.

2.1. Background: New American Concerns Regarding Innovation,
Competitiveness, and Jobs
2.1.1. Recent Concerns about Jobs Going Overseas
Starting around 2003, the United States began a second major national
debate over economic competitiveness and how to create and keep good jobs.
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The first national competitiveness debate began in the 1970s and
continued through the 1980s and into the early 1990s. During that first debate,
America’s most formidable economic competitor was Japan, and the debate in
Washington, DC, and around the country focused on what the American
government, companies, and universities should do to improve manufacturing,
commercialization, and the overall ability of American industry to compete
successfully with companies in other countries.2
By the mid-1990s – that is, between the first and second competitiveness
debate – the United States experienced an economic and technological
resurgence. Lessons learned from the 1980s led the U.S. Government to reduce
its budget deficit, which helped with growth, and also to improve its
manufacturing and innovation systems. In the case of manufacturing, industries
such as automobiles and semiconductors adopted Japanese techniques of quality
control and lean manufacturing. In innovation, the U.S. improved the
connection between research in universities and national laboratories and
technology development in companies. U.S. success in innovation-based
industries such as Internet applications, , biotechnology, and the new field of
nanotechnology coincided with Japan’s long recession and gave Americans
renewed confidence in their innovation system.
After September 11, 2001, American attention of course focused on
security issues. But by 2003, Americans also turned their attention back to issues
of economics and jobs, and a new debate about competitiveness began. It
focused then and now on competition from China and India. It began when
increasing numbers of Americans became concerned that their jobs might be
2

An excellent analysis of this first U.S. competitiveness debate is Kent H. Hughes, Building the Next
American Century: The Past and Present of American Economic Competitiveness, Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 2005.
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“outsourced” to China, India, and other low-wage countries. American
manufacturing workers had long seen factories in the U.S. close and production
move to Mexico or Asia. In 2003, though, American service workers and
professional workers also became concerned: many American jobs could be
transferred to other countries, including call-center jobs, software positions,
research and development jobs, and even medical jobs.
Moreover, during 2003 and following years American workers felt
particularly vulnerable. In the 1980s, the contest had been characterized as the
United States, its companies, and its workers competing with “Japan, Inc.” –
Japan’s companies, workers, and government. But in the second competitiveness
crisis, American companies were not always seen as allies of American workers;
to reduce costs, these companies enthusiastically cut jobs in the United States and
moved operations or contracts to Asia. The economic interests of “Americanbased companies” and American workers diverged. Indeed, the increasing
economic and technological strength of China is primarily due to the investments
by U.S. and other foreign firms; so far, there are few world-class Chinese
companies.
The situation became worse because America created relatively few new
jobs in 2003 and 2004, and wages for ordinary Americans did not grow. Even as
CEOs grew rich in the new global economy, expanded trade and global
companies provided few obvious benefits for ordinary Americans. And global
competition for jobs seemed likely only to increase.
In this new economic environment, anxiety grew. Americans worried
about the security of their own jobs and what economic future their children
would face.
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During this period, the writings of New York Times columnist Thomas
Friedman gave voice to that anxiety and powerfully influenced how Americans
thought about the new global challenge. In a series of articles and then in his
incredibly popular 2005 book, The World is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First
Century, Friedman argued that new information technology and business
changes meant that many jobs could easily be done in countries such as India.3
Moreover, American workers now had three billion new competitors – three
billion people from China, India, and the former Soviet Union who had entered
global capitalism, often had good educations, and were willing to work hard for
smaller salaries. In Friedman’s view, this situation produced a crisis for
Americans, not just because global competition had increased but also because
America and Americans were not responding effectively to this increased global
competition. In an article related to the book, Friedman spoke of three “gaps” in
America: a lack of ambition, a lack of adequate numbers of scientists and
engineers, and a developing gap in overall educational achievement. These gaps
affect both overall U.S. competitiveness and the ability of individual Americans
to get good jobs: “[I]n a flat world, every individual is going to have to run a
little faster if he or she wants to advance his or her standard of living…. This is
the beginning of a crisis that won’t remain quiet for long.”4
2.1.2. Growing Political Concern about Competitiveness
This economic anxiety and growing sense of a “competitiveness crisis” led
citizens and political leaders to ask what the U.S. Government could or should
do to help America – and particularly American workers – compete and prosper
3

Friedman’s book has been on The New York Times list of best selling books for more than two years; an
incredible performance for a serious work of non-fiction.
4
The article is Thomas Friedman, “It’s a Flat World, After All,” The New York Times Magazine,
April 3, 2005.
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in this highly competitive new world economy. Even before Friedman published
his book, political leaders began to see a need to respond to public concerns.
A February 2004 article in The New York Times gave an excellent summary
of the growing political debate and the serious policy issues facing the United
States. Written several months before the November 2004 presidential and
Congressional elections, it made the following points, including a reference to
Benedict Arnold, the hated American general who betrayed his countrymen
during the American Revolutionary War:
There is certainly no shortage of political heat surrounding the
subject of jobs migrating overseas. On the campaign trail, Senator John
Kerry decries “Benedict Arnold” bosses. And N. Gregory Mankiw,
chairman of the White House’s Council of Economic Advisors, faced an
uproar after he said earlier this month that offshore outsourcing [sending
work to foreign contractors] was a good thing for America in the long run.
In a presidential election year, when few new jobs are being created
despite a growing American economy, the issue of jobs lost to foreign
competition – and what can be done about it – will be an important one on
the campaign agenda of both Democrats and Republicans.
Job migration [that is, jobs moved overseas], while only one factor
in the current employment slump, points to two related economic
challenges.
The first is how the United States will respond to a new wave of
international competition, and the second is what policies can help
displaced workers make the transition to new jobs.5
Debates over competitiveness did not become the major issue in the 2004
elections, largely because they were overshadowed by the war in Iraq. But

5

Steve Lohr, “Debate Over Exporting Jobs Raises Questions on Politics,” The New York Times, February
23, 2004.
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competitiveness continued to be an important issue, and both interest groups
and political leaders paid attention to it.
2.1.3. Policy Analysts, Interest Groups, and Policy Entrepreneurs Make
Proposals
Whenever Americans become worried or angry and political leaders begin
looking for ways to respond to that concern, policy experts offer their analyses of
the situation and interest groups and policy entrepreneurs offer proposed policy
solutions.6 Competing groups offer their own interpretations of what is
happening and propose solutions that fit their ideologies or interests. This
debate is part of the American “marketplace of ideas.”
And so competing viewpoints arose in 2003 and after as part of this new,
second American debate about competitiveness and jobs.
Union leaders and some U.S. manufacturing executives argued that free
trade agreements and artificially managed currency exchange rates hurt
American companies and workers, particularly by allowing China to erect trade
barriers and keep the value of its currency low, making Chinese products cheap
in world markets and American products expensive. However, these arguments
were not successful in influencing the outcomes of national policy debates – at
least not until the 2006 Congressional elections, when a number of opponents to

6

For discussion of the role of policy entrepreneurs in the United States, see two earlier reports by
Technology Policy International: Policy Innovation: The Initiation and Formulation of New Science and
Technology Policies in the United States During the 1980s, March 2000, and Public Policies and the
Emergence of High-Technology Sectors, January 2001.
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conventional free-trade policies won election to the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives.7
Many American leaders in industry, universities, and government
preferred to say that globalization leads to general economic growth, and that
America’s task is not to block globalization but rather to learn how to prosper in
this new economic era. American corporate leaders in particular wanted to
argue that even though they were sending American jobs to other, lower-cost
countries, there must be some way for all Americans to prosper in the new world
economy.
In this political environment, one political argument became very
attractive to American leaders: the argument that if American companies and
workers could become more innovative – if they could create new products and
industries, perhaps with government help – then the American economy would
grow, despite increasing foreign competition and job migration, and many if not
most American workers could have decent jobs. “Innovation” became the theme
for these American leaders, and Friedman’s book reinforced this view by
emphasizing the importance of innovation to America’s future.
So, from many leaders, nurturing “innovation” became the preferred way
to respond to the new second American competitiveness crisis. And for the
American science and technology community – university presidents, high-tech
executives, leaders of federal R&D agencies and laboratories, and scientists and
engineers generally – this proposed emphasis on “innovation” became an
7

The 2006 Congressional elections gave Democrats control of the U.S. House of Representatives and
Senate for the first time since Republicans won the 1994 elections. Many of theses newly-elected
Democrats came from the American Midwest and Northeast, parts of the United States that have lost many
manufacturing jobs. Many of these newly elected Democrats are very skeptical about free-trade
agreements and globalization in general.
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opportunity to ask for more government research money, seek more federal
money to train scientists and engineers, and extend tax credits for corporate
R&D. These leaders genuinely believed in the value of science and technology
investments. They also saw a political opportunity to build public support for
policies they favor.
The result from these various events was a major U.S. debate over
“innovation policy,” starting in 2003 and continuing to today. It focused and
continues to focus on how innovation affects the U.S. economy and U.S. jobs, the
strengths and weaknesses of the U.S. innovation system, and what steps would
boost U.S. innovation and – it is promised – increase economic growth, boost
U.S. economic competitiveness, and provide good jobs for a wide range of
Americans.
Two groups and their proposals have had the most political impact on
U.S. innovation policy during this debate from 2003 to the present.
The first group is important but not widely known: a private non-profit
organization called the Council on Competitiveness. Its December 2004 report,
Innovate America, and a subsequent lobbying campaign by its supporters
influenced Washington’s thinking about innovation and competitiveness and
persuaded several important U.S. Senators to introduce a bill (a proposed law) in
December 2005, the proposed National Innovation Act (S. 2109). This bill did not
pass the Senate and did not become law.
A report issued by the second group is now very well known and has
become highly influential in Washington; in fact, the ideas in this report have
become the core of a new mainstream consensus on U.S. innovation policy. This
report, entitled Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America
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for a Brighter Economic Future (often simply called Gathering Storm), was issued on
October 12, 2005, by a committee of the National Academies.8 It included a
description of America’s current challenges and the committee’s
recommendations for addressing them. For reasons that will be discussed below,
these recommendations received support from President Bush – through his
American Competitiveness Initiative (ACI) – and from both Republicans and
Democrats in Congress.
The rest of this chapter discusses these two groups and their reports,
particularly Gathering Storm, and then discusses the policy proposals based on
Gathering Storm. Then Chapter 3 will explain why grounds exist for being
skeptical about both the analysis and the recommendations in Gathering Storm. A
skeptic can easily argue that the recommendations are valuable but incomplete –
that they are generally helpful but nonetheless insufficient to ensure U.S.
prosperity and good jobs in today’s intensely competitive global economy.

2.2. Proposals from the Council on Competitiveness
2.2.1. The December 2004 Innovate America Report
While the Innovate America study has not proved to be the more influential
of the two reports, it is still worthwhile to examine its analysis and
recommendations.

8

The term “National Academies” refer to the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of
Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine. These groups and their affiliates, including the National
Research Council, are official advisors to the United States Government. The individuals who serve on
National Academies committees are volunteers and are mainly scientists, engineers, and policy experts
from universities, industry, and government laboratories.
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The Council on Competitiveness is one of America’s most important and
respected groups working on issues of competitiveness and innovation. It
prepares reports that offer analyses of U.S. competitiveness and suggest steps
both government and industry can take to help the American economy. It is a
private, non-profit, non-governmental group. Most of its members are leaders of
American corporations, universities, and labor unions.9
The Council formed in the mid-1980s. John Young, then the head of
Hewlett-Packard, had been the chairman of President Reagan’s Presidential
Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, and he began the Council on
Competitiveness after the Reagan Administration showed little interest in the
Commission’s report or its recommendations. He wanted the Council to conduct
further analyses and educate leaders in government and industry.
While many government policies contribute to competitiveness, in the
1990s the Council began to focus specifically on the policies that affect innovation
– or, more specifically, innovative products and services based on advanced
science and technology.10 In its studies, the Council took a sophisticated

9

For additional information on the Council on Competitiveness, see its Web site: www.compete.org.
Different people use the term “innovation” in different ways. Two dimensions are particularly
important. First, while economists define an innovation as a new product, service, or process that succeeds
in the marketplace, university scientists and engineers often think of an “innovation” as a new basic
technology, whether it has been commercialized or not. Economists and most technology policy analysts
prefer to use the term “invention” for a new technology that has not yet led to successful commercial
results. The difference in definitions is important: the economists’ definition places an emphasis not just on
the conditions and policies that lead to invention (such as basic research) but also those conditions that lead
to successful commercialization, while the scientists’ definition leads to an emphasis on basic research.
Second, many American scientific leaders implicitly suggest that all or most important marketplace
innovations and new companies are based on new research. Of course, many new products are based on
new research, especially in areas such as biotechnology. But many other new successful products have
little to do with new basic science and much more to do with creative design, good engineering, and a
successful understanding of markets. For example, Chrysler Corporation invented the American “minivan,” a highly successful and innovative product but one that involved little or no new science. A broader
concept of innovation suggests that steps beyond basic research are important, including good engineering
education, training in design, marketing research, and, most of all, close links between technology
developers and the marketplace.
10
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approach to understanding S&T-based innovation, emphasizing the importance
of technology development (and not just basic research) as well as the growing
role of regional economic clusters in American high-tech growth. And one series
of Council reports examined how the United States compared with other
countries in important areas such as patents and educational achievement.
As public debate grew about how to respond to the new “competitiveness
crisis,” the Council formed a “National Innovation Initiative” project under the
leadership of Samuel Palmisano, the chairman and CEO of IBM, and G. Wayne
Clough, the president of the Georgia Institute of Technology. In December 2004,
they published a report entitled Innovate America.11 The report first sought to
persuade readers that “innovation will be the single most important factor in
determining America’s success through the 21st century.” The report focused on
S&T-based innovation but used the term as economists do, defining innovation
“as the intersection of invention and insight, leading to the creation of social and
economic value.” Next, the report made policy recommendations in three areas
that the Council saw as central to American innovation: talent (including the
general workforce as well as PhDs); investment; and infrastructure, both physical
infrastructures such as those in transportation and policy structures that support
innovators. The report included several major recommendations, including
“innovation acceleration” R&D grants, support for new regional economic
clusters (“innovation hot spots”), and support for U.S. manufacturing.
A copy of the Council’s summary of recommendations – their proposed
“national innovation agenda” – is presented in the text box on the next page.

11

The report is available for sale, at: http://innovateamerica.org/webscr/report.asp.
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2.2.2. Lobbying Based on the Report
As a non-profit research and educational group, the Council on
Competitiveness does not directly try to influence government legislation – that
is, it does not “lobby” government officials. However, under U.S. law nonprofits may educate government officials and seek in that way to influence policy
thinking. So after releasing its report, the Council set up an Innovate America
Web site to publicize its findings and recommendations
(www.innovateamerica.org), and it continued to participate in a major coalition
of groups interested in innovation and R&D funding, the Task Force on the
Future of American Innovation, (www.futureofinnovation.org). Meanwhile, the
corporations and other organizations that belong to the Council may lobby, and
under the leadership of IBM several companies played the role of policy
entrepreneur and looked for opportunities to persuade government officials. For
example, in December 2004 they held a major meeting in Washington. But Bush
Administration officials showed little interest.
2.2.3. The Proposed National Innovation Act
Given low interest from the Administration, supporters of the Innovate
America report turned their focus to Congress. They particularly looked for
Members of Congress who shared their views, had authority over innovation
policy, and would support a bipartisan initiative. They began detailed
conversations with two interested U.S. Senators, Senator John Ensign,
Republican of Nevada, and Senator Joseph Lieberman, a Democrat (now
“Independent” Democrat) from Connecticut.
On December 15, 2005, Senators Ensign and Lieberman and several of
their colleagues introduced Senate bill S. 2109, the proposed National Innovation
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Act of 2005. This proposed law closely followed the recommendations of the
Innovate America report.12 However, the Bush Administration did not endorse the
proposal.
S. 2109 did not become law, and in fact it and the entire Innovate America
report soon became less visible and less influential than another major study.
That study was Gathering Storm.

2.3. Gathering Storm and Related Policy Proposals
2.3.1. Senators and Representatives Request the Report
On May 27, 2005, two U.S. Senators, Lamar Alexander (RepublicanTennessee) and Jeff Bingaman (Democrat-New Mexico),13 sent a letter to the
National Academies asking for a formal study to help Congress as it debated
what to do about competitiveness. The two leaders of the House Science
Committee, Chairman Sherwood Boehlert (Republican-New York) and Ranking
Democrat Bart Gordon (Democrat-Tennessee) also asked for the study. The
National Academies then formed a study group, called the Committee on
Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century.
2.3.2. The Gathering Storm Committee and Report
The committee members were asked to investigate two questions:

12

Information on S. 2109, include a summary of the bill and the bill’s full text, can be found at:
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d109:s.02109:.
13
Senator Bingaman in particular has long been a quiet but very influential voice in American technology
policy, involved in technology policies for defense, energy, and economic competitiveness. In 1992, for
example, he was the main person behind a major Congressional technology initiative, the Technology
Reinvestment Project. He is currently Chairman of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources.
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What are the top 10 actions, in priority order, that federal
policymakers could take to enhance the science and technology
enterprise so that that United States can successfully compete,
prosper, and be secure in the global economy of the twenty-first
century?



What implementation strategy, with several concrete steps, could
be used to implement each of those actions.14

The leadership of the National Academies appointed Norman Augustine
as chair of the committee. Mr. Augustine is the retired chairman and CEO of
Lockheed-Martin Corporation, the large defense contractor, and a highly
respected person in Washington. Another influential member was Craig Barrett,
the chairman of Intel Corporation. Other committee members included CEOs
from chemical, pharmaceutical, and energy companies; several university
presidents; education experts; several Nobel Prize winners; other respected
university professors; and senior officials in Department of Energy (DOE)
laboratories. Interestingly, the panel had only one economist (and that person
currently is a university president) and no senior technology policy analysts.
The committee did consult with a wide range of S&T officials and analysts.
The committee was given only a short period of time to conduct its
analysis and write its report. The Congressional request came in May 2005, the
committee formed soon thereafter, and the National Academies released the
report on October 12, 2005.
Several ideas that were popular in the U.S. science and technology
community in 2005 appear to have influenced the committee. One was the
notion that science and technology – and particularly additional basic research
and the training of more scientists and engineers – would be the key factor in
14

Gathering Storm, page viiii.
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America’s future prosperity and employment. The wording of the first question
posed to the committee implicitly incorporated this assumption, by suggesting
that an “enhanced” U.S. science and technology enterprise would of course lead
to future American competitiveness, prosperity (presumably including good
jobs), and national security. Second, at this time many leaders in the physical
sciences and engineering felt that their disciplines should have more federal
funding. After the end of the Cold War, federal funding for these disciplines fell
and federal money for biomedical research rose sharply. Third, some industry
and university leaders had argued that the United States was not training
enough American-born scientists and engineers and should do more to
encourage them, while at the same time the U.S. should welcome foreign-born
scientists and engineers. Finally, the high price of oil and instability in the
Middle East had led many in Washington to ask what additional energy R&D
might do to help reduce America’s dependence on foreign oil.
In its report, the National Academies committee emphasized two main
points, both of which mentioned into the study’s title: Rising Above the Gathering
Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future.
First, the report said that the United States faces a long-term challenge.
This challenge is not an immediate crisis, but rather “a gathering storm.” Other
countries are building scientific, technological, and economic strength while the
U.S. faces some weaknesses. The report discussed increasing foreign
competition and presented a list of “worrisome indicators,” such as the facts that
China and India are now training more engineers than the U.S. and that
American students do worse in math and science tests than their counterparts in
other countries.
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Second, Gathering Storm offered recommendations that it said, as the
report’s subtitle suggests, would help American employment and America’s
economic future. Specifically, the report included four sets of recommendations,
which are summarized in the text box on the following pages. They dealt with:


Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (“STEM”) education
for students from kindergarten through high school



Basic research



Training American scientists and engineers and changing immigration
rules to recruit international scientists and engineers



Tax incentives for industry
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RECOMMENDATIONS FROM GATHERING STORM
A brief overview of the four recommendations follows, with a sample of proposed actions to
implement them.
Ten Thousand Teachers, Ten Million Minds
Increase America's talent pool by vastly improving K-12 mathematics and science
education.
 Among the recommended implementation steps is the creation of a merit-based scholarship
program to attract 10,000 exceptional students to math and science teaching careers each year.
Four-year scholarships, worth up to $20,000 annually, should be designed to help some of the
nation's top students obtain bachelor's degrees in physical or life sciences, engineering, or
mathematics -- with concurrent certification as K-12 math and science teachers. After graduation,
they would be required to work for at least five years in public schools. Participants who teach in
disadvantaged inner-city or rural areas would receive a $10,000 annual bonus. Each of the
10,000 teachers would serve about 1,000 students over the course of a teaching career, having
an impact on 10 million minds, the report says.
Sowing the Seeds
Sustain and strengthen the nation's commitment to long-term basic research.
 Policy-makers should increase the national investment in basic research by 10 percent each
year over the next seven years. Special attention should be paid to the physical sciences,
engineering, mathematics, and information sciences, and to basic research funding for the U.S.
Department of Defense, the report says.
 Policy-makers also should establish within the U.S. Department of Energy an organization
called the Advanced Research Project Agency -- Energy (ARPA-E) that reports to the
undersecretary for science and sponsors "out-of-the-box" energy research to meet the nation's
long-term energy challenges.
 Authorities should make 200 new research grants annually -- worth $500,000 each, payable
over five years -- to the nation's most outstanding early-career researchers.
Best and Brightest
Develop, recruit, and retain top students, scientists, and engineers from both the United
States and abroad. The United States should be considered the most attractive setting in the
world to study and conduct research, the report says.
 Each year, policy-makers should provide 25,000 new, competitive four-year undergraduate
scholarships and 5,000 new graduate fellowships to U.S. citizens enrolled in physical science, life
science, engineering, and mathematics programs at U.S. colleges and universities.
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 Policy-makers should provide a one-year automatic visa extension that allows international
students to remain in the United States to seek employment if they have received doctorates or
the equivalent in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, or other fields of national need
from qualified U.S. institutions. If these students then receive job offers from employers that are
based in the United States and pass a security screening test, they should automatically get work
permits and expedited residence status. If they cannot obtain employment within one year, their
visas should expire.
Incentives for Innovation
Ensure that the United States is the premier place in the world for innovation. This can be
accomplished by actions such as modernizing the U.S. patent system, realigning tax policies to
encourage innovation, and ensuring affordable broadband Internet access, the report says.
 Policy-makers should provide tax incentives for innovation that is based in the United States.
The Council of Economic Advisers and the Congressional Budget Office should conduct a
comprehensive analysis to examine how the United States compares with other nations as a
location for innovation and related activities, with the goal of ensuring that the nation is one of the
most attractive places in the world for long-term investment in such efforts.
 The Research and Experimentation Tax Credit is currently for companies that increase their
R&D spending above a predetermined level. To encourage private investment in innovation, this
credit, which is scheduled to expire in December 2005], should be made permanent. And
Congress and the administration should increase the allowable credit from 20 percent to 40
percent of qualifying R&D investments.
Source: National Academies press release, October 12, 2005,
http://www8.nationalacademies.org/onpinews/newsitem.aspx?RecordID=11463
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2.3.3. Lobbying Based on the Report
The Gathering Storm study had two important political attributes.
First, its recommendations for additional basic research, more financial
aid for science and engineering students, and an extended R&D tax credit were
popular and seemed easy to understand. The university community, federal
laboratories, and high-tech industry all liked these recommendations. The
recommendations also were not only acceptable to Democrats and also more
acceptable to Republicans than proposals for, say, government-industry
technology development partnership programs. In addition, the “message” in
the report was relatively simple: science and technology can create prosperity
and jobs in America if the government will fund additional research, education,
and tax credits. And while the proposal to create an applied energy research
agency was controversial with some, at least it applied to a policy area – energy –
where government had long been involved.
By contrast, the “message” and recommendations in Innovate America
appeared more complex, and some recommendations seemed more
controversial. Politically, the Gathering Storm recommendations had a big
advantage – although it soon became clear that that the analysis in Gathering
Storm was incomplete, as Chapter 3 of this report will discuss.
Second, two of the members of the Gathering Storm committee became
unusually dedicated and effective lobbyists. The National Academies are
advisory organizations and do not lobby. However, individual committee
members are free to lobby, on their own, after reports are finished. It is unusual
but perfectly legal. In this case, the chair of the study committee, Norman
Augustine, formerly of Lockheed-Martin, and an important member, Craig
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Barrett of Intel, decided to ask the White House and Congress to support the
recommendations in Gathering Storm. These two busy and important men felt
that the recommendations were important, and they wanted government to
adopt them. So, in the fall of 2005, they talked to senior White House staff
members and to several Senators and Representatives to ask for their support.

2.4. President Bush’s American Competitiveness Initiative
In his January 2006 State of the Union address – his major annual speech
to Congress – President Bush announced his “American Competitiveness
Initiative” (ACI).15 The President proposed that the government spend $136
billion over 10 years – $5.9 billion of that in fiscal year 2007 – in the following
areas:


$50 billion in additional spending, over 10 years, for physical sciences
research at three federal agencies: the National Science Foundation
(NSF), the Office of Science at the Department of Energy (DOE), and
the laboratories of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). Over the 10 years, this would double the physical sciences
budgets of these three agencies.



$86 billion over 10 years to extend the existing research and
experimentation (R&E) tax credit.



$380 million for new STEM education programs.

In addition, the ACI proposed additional visas for highly-skilled foreignborn scientists and engineers. It did not include the ARPA-Energy proposal.
15

For details on President Bush’s American Competitiveness Initiative, see the following White House
documents: “Fact Sheet: The American Competitiveness Initiative: A Commitment to Education, Research,
and Innovation” (http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/05/20060519-2.html); “American
Competitiveness Initiative” (http://www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2006/aci/); and a detailed
February 2006 document, The American Competitiveness Initiative: Leading the World in Innovation
(http://www.whitehouse.gov/stateoftheunion/2006/aci/aci06-booklet.pdf).
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Why did President Bush make this particular proposal, and why did he
make it at this particular time? Clearly, Gathering Storm presented popular
recommendations, and influential business leaders asked the White House to
support these recommendations. But according to an analysis in Science
magazine, important Administration officials, including presidential science
advisor John Marburger and Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman, also supported
increases in physical sciences research at NSF, DOE, and NIST. And important
Republican members of the House of Representatives and industry leaders
supported these increases.16
One other factor may also have played an important role: the desire of the
White House to make a proposal that showed it cared about innovation,
competitiveness, and jobs. But the White House also wanted a proposal that fit
with its philosophical and budget policies, and this White House particularly
favors basic research and tax cuts. Innovation policy analysts did praise the
White House for proposing research increases, but pointed out that most of the
increases for research would occur in later years and that the $86 billion for the
tax credit in fact simply extended the existing credit.17

2.5. Proposals and Decisions in the U.S. Congress
2.5.1. Lobbying Efforts

16

Jeffrey Mervis, “How the Competitiveness Initiative Came About,” Science, 17 February 2006, volume
311, page 929.
17
The Research and Experimentation tax credit, first adopted in 1981, has been allowed to lapse several
times by Congress. With the exception of one year, however, it has always been reinstated. The reasons
for this treatment of this law are complex, involving both budgetary politics and congressional fund raising
strategies. Industry has long advocated for making the credit “permanent,” but they have not been able to
accomplish this in more than two decades. A ten-year extension would be a major victory for its
supporters.
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Once the White House endorsed major recommendations from Gathering
Storm, major lobbying organizations began to support the American
Competitiveness Initiative encouraged Senators and Members of the U.S. House
of Representatives to support it. Major lobbying groups included the Task Force
on the Future of American Innovation, the Alliance for Science and Technology
Research in the United States (ASTRA), Compete America, and some sectorspecific groups such as the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA). However,
some of these groups also lobbied for programs not mentioned in Gathering
Storm. For example, ASTRA also lobbied hard for the controversial but respected
Advanced Technology Program (ATP). And the Task Force and others also
lobbied for additional funding for DARPA and the basic research programs of
the Department of Defense (DOD).
These lobbying efforts focused on the two types of legislation that the U.S.
Congress considers: authorization bills and appropriations bills.


Authorization bills, if enacted into law, create, modify, and sometimes
eliminate federal programs and also “authorize” (give legal
permission) for the Appropriations Committees of the Senate and
House to spend money for these programs.



Appropriations bills, when enacted into law, provide funds for federal
programs. Once these bills become laws, they set the actual annual
budgets for federal agencies and their programs. Appropriations bills
are therefore very important in the United States.

Enacting authorization laws for new and expanded programs helps to
persuade the Senate and House Appropriations Committees to provide
additional money for these programs. So the groups lobbying for innovation
legislation have tried to persuade Congress to enact both authorization and
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appropriations laws. And they have found that many Senators and
Representatives shared their interest in legislation to promote legislation.
2.5.2. Proposed Authorization Bills: 2006
In 2006, Congress did not in fact approve a new authorization act
endorsing the American Competitiveness Initiative. However, Senators did
introduce two important sets of bills, and House Democrats did express general
support for the recommendations in Gathering Storm. This support had two
important political consequences: it affected appropriations for the current
federal fiscal year (fiscal year 2007, which runs from October 1, 2006, to
September 30, 2007), and it led to important authorization bills in the new
Democratic-controlled 110th Congress that began in January 2007.
The most important fact in the Senate during 2006 was that the proposed
authorization bills had strong support from both Republicans and Democrats.
The first step came, on January 26, 2006, when Senator Pete Domenici
(Republican-New Mexico), then the chairman of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, and other Senators introduced a package of three
proposed laws, which they called the “Protecting America’s Competitive Edge”
(PACE) bills. The primary co-sponsors (additional sponsors) were Senators
Bingaman and Alexander, who had requested the study that led to the Gathering
Storm report. They had quietly persuaded Senator Domenici and a large number
of other Republican and Democratic Senators to support this package. Senator
Domenici has long supported science and technology programs, particularly
those at Sandia National Laboratories and Los Alamos National Laboratory in
his state of New Mexico. Lobbying helped persuade Senators that industry truly
supported the recommendations in Gathering Storm.
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The three bills (proposed laws) contained the main recommendations
from Gathering Storm. Senator Domenici proposed three separate bills because in
the U.S. Senate different committees have responsibility for energy, education,
and taxes (the R&E tax credit). So the three bills were:


S. 2197, the proposed PACE-Energy Act. This bill included the ARPAEnergy proposal, as well as various proposals for DOE to help with
STEM education.



S. 2198, the proposed PACE-Education Act. This bill included
proposals for NSF and the Department of Education to support STEM
education. It also included a proposal to grant visas to foreign-born
students who complete graduate degrees in the United States.



S. 2199, the proposed PACE-Finance Act. This bill would have
extended and expanded the research and experimentation tax credit.

When Senator Domenici introduced the package of three bills, his
statement before the Senate included the following paragraph:
The PACE legislation closely follows the recommendations made in
a recent National Academy of Sciences report entitled “Rising Above the
Gathering Storm.” The metaphorical storm is the challenge to our global
competitiveness in science and technology. I want to congratulate Norm
Augustine, who chaired the National Academy committee, and the
members of his committee for producing such a comprehensive, groundbreaking report on this important topic.18
The PACE bills did not become law, in part because many conservative
Republicans in the House of Representatives opposed any new federal spending,
including for science and technology. But Senate interest in these issues

18

Statement of Mr. Domenici, Congressional Record, January 26, 2006, page S212. Summaries and the
text of these three bills is available on “Thomas,” the Library of Congress’s database of bills introduced in
the Senate and House of Representatives. (“Thomas” refers to President Thomas Jefferson.) To see these
summaries and the full texts of the bills, go to www.thomas.loc.gov, click on “Search Multiple, Previous
Congresses,” check the 109th Congress (2005-2006), and type in the number of one of the bills. The site
will then present a several options, including viewing a summary or viewing the full text of the bill.
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continued, and ultimately led to a second set of proposals – reflected in a new
bipartisan bill offered in September 2006 by the Senate’s Republican and
Democratic leaders.
This second proposal was S. 3936, the proposed National Competitiveness
Investment Act, introduced on September 26, 2006 by the then Senate Majority
Leader, Bill Frist (Republican-Tennessee) and Democratic Leader Harry Reid
(Nevada). This bill contained the main recommendations of Gathering Storm and
the American Competitiveness Initiative, plus some similar recommendations
offered by Senators who also wanted other federal agencies – besides the three
mentioned in the ACI – to help with research and education.
The 109th Congress adjourned at the end of 2006, soon after S. 3936 was
introduced, so not even the Senate voted on the proposal. But it remained an
important bipartisan proposal. Meanwhile, the conservative Republican
leadership that controlled the House of Representatives until the end of 2006
showed little interest in legislation to promote innovation. However, House
Democrats voiced general support for the proposals in Gathering Storm.
2.5.3. Congressional Appropriations: Fiscal Year 2007
Bipartisan interest in the Senate and general House Democratic interest in
innovation did have one important result early in 2007, once Democrats took
control of both the House of Representatives and the Senate.
In an unusual step, at the end of 2006 Republicans in Congress did not
complete action on fiscal year 2007 appropriations for non-defense agencies.
Instead, they left final decisions on 2007 spending to the new Democratic
majority. On February 1, 2007, the new Congress passed a new appropriations
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law providing funding for these agencies until September 30, 2007, the end of
fiscal year 2007.
Faced with expanding costs for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the
Democrats decided to “freeze” most spending by non-defense agencies. But
after lobbying by the groups mentioned above, Democratic leaders did provide
additional funding for the three physical sciences research agencies covered by
the President’s American Competitiveness Initiative: NSF, DOE’s Office of
Science, and NIST’s laboratories. This action shows how much bipartisan
support exists for basic research at the present time. In addition, Congressional
Democrats did not cut DOD research and technology programs as much as the
President wanted, and they saved the ATP, which Congressional Republicans
and the White House wanted to terminate.
The table below summarizes the final fiscal year 2007 appropriations
provided for R&D, and thus it summarizes the budget decisions that have
emerged to date from all the debate, policy entrepreneurship, lobbying, and
legislation proposals of the past two years. Interestingly, after all the political
debates and the change in Congress from a Republican majority to a Democratic
one, the total amount of non-defense R&D money provided for fiscal year 2007 is
less than one percent more than what President Bush requested ($55.8 billion
instead of his request of $55.5 billion). This situation reflects an important point:
despite some political disagreements over a few programs, in general federal
R&D activities enjoy strong bipartisan support.
In the table below, “FY2006 Estimate” means the best estimate of the
budget authority (appropriated funds) actually provided in fiscal year 2006 (after
various adjustments), “FY2007 Request” means the amount of new budget
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authority requested in the President’s budget, and “FY2007 Congress” means the
amount of new budget authority actually approved by Congress and signed into
final legislation by the President. This table comes from the respected, nonpartisan American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), using
official Congressional appropriations numbers.

Innovation Policy in the United States
Congressional Action on R&D in the FY 2007 Budget
(Budget authority (appropriations) in millions of dollars)

Source: American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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2.5.4. Proposed Authorization Bills: 2007
So far in 2007, the new Democrat-controlled Senate and House of
Representatives have continued to support the recommendations in Gathering
Storm and the American Competitiveness Initiative. In addition, support for
some of the recommendations in Innovate America has reappeared, and some
important bills also contain provisions not included in either Gathering Storm or
President Bush’s ACI.
Activities in the Senate began on March 5, 2007, when Harry Reid, the
new Majority Leader, introduced a slightly revised version of S. 3936, now
numbered S. 761 and called the proposed America Creating Opportunities to
Meaningfully Promote Excellence in Technology, Education, and Science Act
(“the America COMPETES Act”). Eventually, 69 other Senators “cosponsored”
(formally endorsed) the bill. As mentioned earlier in this report, on April 25,
2007, the Senate passed this bill by a vote of 88-8 – a remarkable bipartisan
achievement. The bill is now pending before the House of Representatives.
S. 761, as approved by the Senate, has the following main provisions:


As recommended by Gathering Storm, it “authorizes” (gives permission
for) funding increases for the National Science Foundation, the
Department of Energy’s Office of Science, and the laboratory programs
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology.



It also contains ARPA-E, now called the Advanced Research Projects
Authority-Energy.



It contains the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
education programs recommended by Gathering Storm.
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It does not contain the tax and immigration provisions recommended
by Gathering Storm. The Senate will consider these proposals in other
legislation.



The bill contains several provisions from the Council on
Competitiveness’ Innovate America, including an Innovation
Acceleration Research Program.



It adds provisions for two agencies not mentioned in Gathering Storm,
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the
Commerce Department’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Senators who like these agencies wanted them to
participate in innovation activities.

A summary of S. 761, as approved by the Senate, is presented in the text
box on the next three pages. The Senators who sponsored the bill wrote this
summary.
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Summary of the ``America COMPETES Act''
The ``America COMPETES Act'' is a bipartisan legislative response to
recommendations contained in the National Academies' ``Rising Above
the Gathering Storm'' report and the Council on Competitiveness'
``Innovate America'' report. The bill is similar to the ``National
Competitiveness Investment Act'' that Senators Frist, Reid, Stevens,
Inouye, Domenici, Bingaman, Enzi, Kennedy, Ensign, Lieberman,
Alexander, Mikulski, Hutchison, and others introduced in September
2006. Several sections of the bill are derived from proposals contained
in the ``American Innovation and Competitiveness Act of 2006'' (S.
2802), approved without opposition by the Senate Commerce
Committee, and the ``Protecting America's Competitive Edge Through
Energy Act of 2006'' (S. 2197) approved without opposition by the
Senate Energy Committee last year. Accordingly, the America
COMPETES Act focuses on three primary areas of importance to
maintaining and improving United States' innovation in the 21st century:
(1) Increasing research investment, (2) strengthening educational
opportunities in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics from
elementary through graduate school, and (3) developing an innovation
infrastructure. More specifically, the America COMPETES Act would:
INCREASE RESEARCH INVESTMENT BY:
Doubling funding for the National Science Foundation (NSF) from
approximately $5.6 billion in Fiscal Year 2006 to $11.2 billion in Fiscal
Year 2011.
Setting the Department of Energy's Office of Science on track to
double in funding over 10 years, increasing from $3.6 billion in Fiscal
Year 2006 to over $5.2 billion in Fiscal Year 2011.
Establishing the Innovation Acceleration Research Program to direct
federal agencies funding research in science and technology to set as a
goal dedicating approximately 8 percent of their Research and
Development (R&D) budgets toward high-risk frontier research.
Authorizing the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
from approximately $703 million in Fiscal Year 2008 to approximately
$937 million in Fiscal Year 2011 and requiring NIST to set aside no less
than 8 percent of its annual funding for high-risk, high-reward
innovation acceleration research.
Directing NASA to increase funding for basic research and fully
participate in interagency activities to foster competitiveness and
innovation, using the full extent of existing budget authority.
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Coordinating ocean and atmospheric research and education at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and other agencies to
promote U.S. leadership in these important fields.
STRENGTHEN EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, MATHEMATICS, AND CRITICAL FOREIGN
LANGUAGES BY:
Authorizing competitive grants to States to promote better alignment
of elementary and secondary education with the knowledge and skills
needed for success in postsecondary education, the 21st century
workforce, and the Armed Forces, and grants to support the
establishment or improvement of statewide P-16 education longitudinal
data systems.
Strengthening the skills of thousands of math and science teachers by
establishing training and education programs at summer institutes
hosted at the National Laboratories and by increasing support for the
Teacher Institutes for the 21st Century program at NSF.
Expanding the Robert Noyce Teacher Scholarship Program at NSF to
recruit and train individuals to become math and science teachers in
high-need local educational agencies.
Assisting States in establishing or expanding statewide specialty
schools in math and science that students from across the state would
be eligible to attend and providing expert assistance in teaching from
National Laboratories' staff at those schools.
Facilitating the expansion of Advanced Placement (AP) and
International Baccalaureate (IB) programs by increasing the number of
teachers prepared to teach AP/IB and pre-AP/IB math, science, and
foreign language courses in high need schools, thereby increasing the
number of courses available and students who take and pass AP and IB
exams.
Developing and implementing programs for bachelor's degrees in
math, science, engineering, and critical foreign languages with
concurrent teaching credentials and part-time master's in education
programs for math, science, and critical foreign language teachers to
enhance both content knowledge and teaching skills.
Creating partnerships between National Laboratories and local highneed high schools to establish centers of excellence in math and science
education.
Expanding existing NSF graduate research fellowship and traineeship
programs, requiring NSF to work with institutions of higher education to
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facilitate the development of professional science master's degree
programs, and expanding NSF's science, mathematics, engineering and
technology talent program.
Providing Math Now grants to improve math instruction in the
elementary and middle grades and provide targeted help to struggling
students so that all students can master grade-level mathematics
standards.
Expanding programs to increase the number of students from
elementary school through postsecondary education who study critical
foreign languages and become proficient.
DEVELOP AN INNOVATION INFRASTRUCTURE BY:
Establishing a President's Council on Innovation and Competitiveness
to develop a comprehensive agenda to promote innovation and
competitiveness in the public and private sectors.
Requiring the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a study to
identify forms of risk that create barriers to innovation.
Source: Congressional Record, April 20, 2007, page S4798
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In the House of Representatives, Democratic leaders introduced bills that
include many of the recommendations in Gathering Storm. However, the new
Democratic leadership did not introduced a single large bill equivalent to the
Senate’s S. 761. Instead, House leaders introduced bills that deal with individual
agencies mentioned in Gathering Storm.
So, for example, on May 2, 2007, the House passed H.R. 1867, the
proposed National Science Foundation Authorization Act of 2007. It endorses
budget increases similar to those proposed in the American Competitiveness
Initiative.
And on May 3, 2007, the House passed H.R. 1868, the proposed
Technology Innovation and Manufacturing Stimulation Act of 2007. This bill
focuses on the activities of the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
one agency mentioned in Gathering Storm and the American Competitiveness
Initiative. However, the bill also endorses NIST programs not mentioned in
either Gathering Storm or the ACI, including the Hollings Manufacturing
Extension Partnership and a new Technology Innovation Program (TIP), a
proposed replacement for the existing Advanced Technology Program.

2.6. The Current Situation
The fiscal year 2007 budget increases for NSF, DOE’s Office of Science,
and the NIST laboratories reflect a powerful political combination: a sense of
national crisis, political leaders who want to show they care about
competitiveness, and the political skill of those who proposed and lobbied for the
research funding recommendations in Gathering Storm. So, as the analysis and
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recommendations in Gathering Storm gained in popularity and seemed to succeed
politically, they became the mainstream (or dominant) viewpoint in current
American innovation policy. Major groups and political leaders supported them,
which gave them the appearance of becoming a new American consensus, both
an intellectual consensus and a policy consensus.
However, reasons did exist for questioning the Gathering Storm analysis
and recommendations. A skeptic could support its core ideas of basic research
and science and engineering education and nonetheless easily conclude that the
report’s analysis and recommendations were incomplete and perhaps internally
contradictory. The next chapter of this report discusses several reasons why one
could be skeptical of the report.
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3. OTHER VIEWPOINTS AND AN EMERGING CRITIQUE OF THE
MAINSTREAM CONSENSUS
3.1. Skepticism about the Mainstream Consensus
The mainstream consensus on U.S. innovation policy, built around
Gathering Storm, has become popular and has led to valuable increases in federal
funding for physical sciences research. But are the analyses and
recommendations contained in Gathering Storm in fact complete and compelling,
or are there grounds for skepticism? Does the report in fact effectively analyze
and respond to the competitiveness challenges and opportunities that the United
States faces today, or do shortcomings exist in its findings and suggestions?
This chapter identifies two sets of reasons for skepticism about Gathering
Storm, and hence for skepticism about the mainstream policy consensus that has
grown around the report.
First, goes this argument, the report largely ignores several important
features of the U.S. innovation system and the new global and domestic
challenges that this system faces. Specifically, the report has little hard analysis
of: (1) how much investments in science and technology can actually provide
jobs for all types of Americans, (2) the lessons that Americans learned during the
1980s and since about the general innovation process and the many factors
necessary for a successful national innovation system, and (3) key new trends in
the U.S. and global economies that affect America’s ability to innovate and
compete.
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Second, this argument says, several internal inconsistencies exist within
Gathering Storm, especially over the likely success of its proposals to persuade
more native-born Americans to become scientists and engineers.
The overall view that emerges from a skeptic’s review of Gathering Storm
is not that its recommendations are wrong but rather that they are incomplete.
Basic research, science and engineering education, and tax incentives are
certainly important to U.S. innovation and competitiveness, especially for that
part of the U.S. economy that uses basic research results to create new products
and companies. But a skeptic would say that these steps, while necessary, are not
sufficient to ensure strong U.S. innovation, competitiveness, and employment in
the current global economy.
Of course, as discussed earlier, Gathering Storm is a political document,
written so as to appeal to a wide range of interest groups and political leaders.
However, a skeptic would say that if its analysis and recommendations are
incomplete, then citizens and government leaders who read it and rely on it
might not understand the full range of issues and options now before the
country.
The rest of this chapter provides additional details regarding the two sets
of perceived weaknesses in the report’s analyses and recommendations.
Specifically, it is organized as follows:


Section 3.2 of this chapter briefly presents the argument that Gathering
Storm presents an incomplete analysis of the role of basic research in
American employment.



Section 3.3 presents the argument that Gathering Storm does not have a
clear vision of the full set of factors needed in the U.S. innovation
system before basic research can contribute significantly to U.S.
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innovation and competitiveness. The report seems to ignore several
valuable lessons learned in the 1980s and early 1990s about these
factors.


Section 3.4 discusses some important recent trends in science,
technology, and economics, which, goes the argument, Gathering Storm
does not fully deal with.



Section 3.5 presents the argument that Gathering Storm contains some
significant internal inconsistencies.

Chapter 4 summarizes perspectives from innovation policy analysts who,
while not necessarily critics of Gathering Storm, do have a broader and more upto-date view of global challenges and opportunities.

3.2. An Incomplete Analysis of the Role of Science and Technology in
American Employment
The committee that wrote Gathering Storm was not asked to undertake a
full analysis of the impact of science, technology, and innovation on U.S.
employment and economic growth. Instead, the committee focused on science
and technology priorities. Nevertheless, the National Academies asked the
committee to identify 10 top actions “to enhance the science and technology
enterprise so that the United States can successfully compete, prosper, and be
secure in the global economy of the twenty-first century.” And certainly the
committee did not reject this assignment: the subtitle of the Gathering Storm
report is Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future.
The clear implication in the title and in the report itself is that the
investments in physical sciences research, STEM education, and tax credits
recommended by the committee will, if implemented, lead to brighter
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employment opportunities for Americans. But for how many Americans, for
which Americans, when, and through what economic processes? A skeptic
would point out that the report is not clear on these points, in part, perhaps,
because it contains little substantive economic analysis.
In other words, if Congress does indeed adopt the committee’s
recommendations, what can American taxpayers reasonably expect in return for
these investments, and what is the evidence for making predictions about these
returns? In particular, in this new era of globalization how many Americans are
likely to get jobs in the research-based part of the American economy?
There is actually an economics literature on these questions, and some of
its findings are encouraging from the Gathering Storm committee’s point of view,
while other findings are less encouraging. In this brief review, we can mention a
few key points from that literature.
To begin with, the evidence of course shows how S&T investments, in
both research and education, have benefited the economy and American life:

19



Robert Solow and other economists have shown that “technological
progress” (broadly defined to include technical education as well as
new products and processes) contributed significantly to U.S.
economic growth during the 20th century. In particular, it improved
the productivity of workers.19



Some new technologies, if properly used, lead to very broad and
valuable improvements in productivity. In the early 20th century,
electric motors gradually revolutionized factories and led to major
productivity growth. At the end of the 20th century, companies finally
found ways to use information technology to improve productivity in

For an introduction to Solow’s model and more recent economic models, see Charles I. Jones,
Introduction to Economic Growth, Second Edition, New York and London: W. W. Norton & Company,
2002.
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both manufacturing and services sectors. In the future, new energy
technologies may provide similar broad benefits for the economy.


Besides improving productivity in existing industries, new
technologies have led of course to entirely new industries and the new
jobs associated with them – industries such as semiconductors,
biotechnology, and Internet applications. In the United States, regions
such as Silicon Valley, Boston, and Austin have seen significant
numbers of new, well-paid jobs.



Besides improving the productivity of existing jobs and helping to
create new ones, Chapter 2 of Gathering Storm lists, correctly, many
areas of American life that have benefited from public investments in
science and technology: the creation of new industries, public health,
protecting the environment, technologies that improve the standard of
living, and homeland security.

However, there are also several reasons to be skeptical about how much
additional investment in basic research and science and engineering education –
and particularly investments in physical sciences research and education – can
contribute to U.S. employment. Three points are particularly important.
The first point is relatively simple: scientists and engineers are not a very
large part of the U.S. workforce. They are certainly important, but training more
scientists and engineers will not, by itself, create significant numbers of new
American jobs. Moreover, it is not clear that recommendations in Gathering
Storm, if adopted, would train the kinds of scientists and engineers the country
most needs. Some specifics:


According to statistics presented in NSF’s Science and Engineering
Indicators 2006, in 2004 scientists and engineers constituted about four
percent of the U.S. workforce, as shown in the figure below. So the
direct employment level, while important, is not huge.
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NSF and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) calculate that by
2012 the U.S. economy will need more scientists and engineers
(although these calculations may not take into account the ability of
American companies to use foreign engineers by transferring
operations overseas). But, again, in terms of overall U.S. employment
the numbers remain a small percentage.



Interestingly, NSF projects a high demand for additional computer
scientists, computer engineers, and mathematicians but not as high a
demand for additional physical scientists. (See the table above and
the figure below.) So if the federal government wants to help the
country meets it future personnel needs, is additional research and
graduate education in the physical sciences the best way to meet those
needs?
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Second, what about the total number of people (not just scientists and
engineers) employed by U.S. companies that depend heavily on basic research
and PhD-level people trained in universities? That is, how many non-technical
jobs (and, one hopes, well-paid jobs) can we expect additional investments in
research and education to help generate?20 No one can precisely predict the
future, of course, but what does past experience suggest? Here the evidence is
mixed.


20

Basic research (especially university basic research) certainly
contributes to some industries, such as information technology and
biotechnology. But interestingly, these industries do not always
employ large numbers of people. For example, the entire U.S.
biotechnology industry employed 198,300 people as of December 31,
2003.21 The information technology industry (including software) is
much larger and employed 5.8 million people in the United States

In addition, of course, higher incomes for some Americans will contribute to an overall increase in the
standard of living for all, if one assumes that the nation’s economy is isolated from the rest of the world. In
a globalized economy, however, this result is not guaranteed.
21
The employment figure comes from the Biotechnology Industry Organization,
http://www.bio.org/speeches/pubs/er/statistics.asp.
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during 2006.22 However, total U.S. non-farm employment in
December 2006 was 114.6 million.23 Most Americans do not work in
“high-tech” firms.


In fact, most Americans now work in sectors that do not depend
heavily on the results of basic research in the physical sciences. For
example, in December 2006 83.6 percent of total non-farm employment
in the U.S. was in the service sector,24 where university basic research
(especially in the physical sciences) plays only a limited role in the
services sold (although information technology based on computing
research does play a major role in many service industries). Even in
general manufacturing (as opposed to “high-tech” manufacturing),
university basic research in the U.S. plays only a limited role in
productivity enhancement, product innovation, and saving jobs.25



Even in regions known for their high-tech clusters, research-based
companies employ relatively few people and hire few low and semiskilled workers. The biotechnology industry is an example.26



Finally, in the new global economy many of the new jobs derived from
U.S. university research may go to overseas locations. For example,
high-tech companies that license inventions from American
universities may very well hire engineers in China or India to develop
and manufacture the resulting products. There is no longer a nearautomatic connection between where research discoveries and
inventions are made and where associated products are designed and
made.

Third, what about the general employment that results when people in
research-based high-tech industries spend money? Is it true that people working
in high-tech companies buy many goods and services from other people, so that
22

AeA, Cyberstates 2007: A Complete State-by-State Overview of the High-Technology Industry, April
2007. These employment figures include workers in four sectors: electronics manufacturing,
communications services, software services, and engineering and technical services.
23
Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Employment, Hours, and Earnings from the Current Employment Statistics
Survey (National),” http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost.
24
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Ibid.
25
Of course, the U.S. Government could invest more of its basic research budget in areas that might
provide more help to the manufacturing and services sectors. But, with the notable exception of energy
research, the Gathering Storm committee did not recommend such a strategy.
26
So, for example, Michael Sable, “The Impact of the Biotechnology Industry on Local Economic
Development in the Boston and San Diego Metropolitan Areas,” unpublished paper, 2003.
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the benefits of research-based high-tech companies “ripple through” the wider
U.S. economy? Here, too, the evidence is mixed.
Traditionally, economists have understood that the new wealth generated
by applications of technological innovation in the private sector have resulted,
over time, in a rise of the general standard of living, not only of those who are
engaged in innovative activities and in production of new, technology-based
goods, but also of everyone in the nation as the new wealth is used to purchase
goods and services throughout the economy. In the past decade, however, the
growing inequality of wealth and income in the United States has often been
cited as evidence that the benefits of innovation are no longer being widely
distributed but are being concentrated instead among those with higher incomes.
There is no general consensus on why wealth and income are becoming more
concentrated, although a number of analysts point to the combination of the
globalization of production, the premiums accruing to those with better
education and greater access to production networks, and the shifting of lowerwage work offshore and to large numbers of recent immigrants. In short,
economists are not sure that most Americans are sharing in the economic
benefits generated by research-based high-tech companies.
The points made in this section of our report do not say employment from
research-based industries is unimportant; the direct and indirect effects are
certainly important. But in today’s economy – with a large services sector and
global outsourcing – basic research and research-based companies are not a
panacea for American workers seeking good jobs. Gathering Storm is correct
when it says that basic research has contributed much to the United States,
including improved products and higher productivity. But the promise in the
report’s subtitle – the promise about “employing America for a brighter
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economic future” – appears overstated. Instead, the U.S. would benefit from a
more detailed analysis of just what role basic research in the physical sciences
can and cannot play in creating new and well-paid American jobs.
In addition, one might write a very different study if one started by asking
how government research and education investments might best help the full
range of American industries and American workers, rather than starting with
the assumption that certain research and education increases are important and
then suggesting to policy-makers and taxpayers, without detailed analysis, that
the overall economy and its employees would benefit from these increases.

3.3. Insufficient Attention to the Full Range of Factors Necessary for
Innovation and Competitiveness
3.3.1. Two Important Questions About the U.S. Innovation System
Although additional basic research in the physical sciences and more
PhDs are unlikely to produce new jobs for most Americans, these investments
certainly could lead to some valuable new products, companies, and jobs.
However, this will only happen if the overall U.S. innovation system is working
well. Gathering Storm and the President Bush’s American Competitiveness
Initiative seem to assume that the U.S. innovation system is indeed working well
and no other public investments or policy changes are needed to ensure that
more basic research leads to more innovations and jobs. But in fact Gathering
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Storm has almost no analysis or data on this subject,27 which would lead a skeptic
to ask two related questions:


What other factors, besides basic research, need to be present in the
U.S. innovation system before it will generate successful commercial
innovations and jobs?



And are these other factors in fact present in the United States today
and, equally important, are they present in many U.S. industries and
regions or in just a few?

If these other factors – these other important parts of a successful
innovation system – are present in America today, then Gathering Storm makes it
a good argument when it says that greater investments in basic research, PhD
training, and tax credits will lead to more U.S. jobs and a brighter economic
future. But if some key factors are not present today – or not present for all
industries or all parts of the United States – then the report’s argument is weaker.
At a minimum, the report’s recommendations are valuable but incomplete, and
other steps are also necessary in order to assure innovation and “a brighter
economic future.” Moreover, it is possible that other problems – besides low
perceived levels of basic research funding – are the most pressing issues facing
the U.S. innovation system.
3.3.2. Policy Lessons from the 1980s and 1990s About Innovation Systems
So what factors or features does the U.S. innovation system need in order
to succeed? The innovation policy literature of the 1980s and the 1990s can
provide us with much of the answer to this question. It discusses the
fundamental features that a successful U.S. innovation system needs. (The next
27

The one exception is its discussion of energy policy, where it concludes that basic research, by itself, is
not enough to generate successful innovations. The report therefore recommends a new ARPA-Energy. A
later section of this chapter will discuss ARPA-E in more detail.
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section of this chapter, section 3.4, continues the analysis by asking how recent
trends in the U.S. and global economies have affected the U.S. innovation system
and its ability to create jobs and prosperity for Americans.)
The 1980s and early 1990s were a particularly productive era for studying
and learning about the U.S. innovation system. During the years of the “first
competitiveness crisis,” American analysts, policy-makers, and citizens asked
why the United States, with all of its investments and excellence in basic
research, was at risk of falling behind Japan in one industry after another. ThenU.S. Senator Fritz Hollings (Democrat-South Carolina) summed up this concern:
“Why do we get the Nobel Prizes, and Japan gets the profits?” Hollings was not
mad at Japan; he was frustrated with America’s inability to commercialize its
own inventions.
Out of this frustration and study, American innovation policy analysts
learned some important lessons about the U.S. innovation system and how to
improve it. 28 This section of the chapter briefly discusses three sets of lessons:
the full range of government policies that affect innovation and competitiveness;
the fact that the innovation process requires good processes for technology
development and commercialization as well as for basic research; and the
particular technology needs of the manufacturing and services sectors.
3.3.3. The Range of Government Policies That Affect Innovation
Serious investigations into the shortcomings of the U.S. innovation system
began in the late 1970s, but the most influential report on the subject came in
28

Earlier TPI reports have examined these topics in detail. See, for example, Revealed Consensus: Public
Policies Enhancing the Climate for Technology Commercialization in the U.S., March 1999, and Policy
Innovation: The Initiation and Formulation of New Science and Technology Policies in the U.S. During the
1980s, March 2000.
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January 1985. Global Competition: The New Reality was written by President
Reagan’s Presidential Commission on Industrial Competitiveness (known as the
“Young Commission,” after its chairman, John Young, then the president and
CEO of Hewlett-Packard). President Reagan and his administration largely
ignored the report, which, as discussed earlier in this paper, led Mr. Young and
colleagues to establish the private Council on Competitiveness. Despite the lack
of interest by the Reagan Administration, the report became both intellectually
respected and politically influential.29
The Young Commission report identified four sets of government actions
that could particularly help U.S. industrial competitiveness (including
innovation), and today this four-part approach remains a useful concept for
innovation policy analysts:


Create, apply, and protect new technologies.



Increase the supply of productive capital (primarily a matter of budget,
tax, and regulatory policies)



Develop a more skilled, flexible, and motivated work force.



Make trade a national priority.

Two points about his approach deserve special mention. First, the report
emphasized technology, not science. “Technology propels our economy
forward. Without doubt, it has been our strongest competitive advantage.
Innovation has created whole new industries and the renewal of existing ones.”30
The report went on to say the following:

29

For further details, see Hughes, Building the Next American Century.
President’s Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, Global Competition: The New Reality,
Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, January 1985, page 18.
30
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In order to make technology a continuing competitive advantage
for the United States, we need to do three basic things: (1) create a solid
foundation of science and technology that is relevant to commercial uses;
(2) apply advances in knowledge to commercial products and processes;
and (3) protect intellectual property….31
The report certainly was not anti-science; on the contrary, it supported basic
scientific research and basic engineering research. But it emphasized the
importance of policies to help companies apply “advances in knowledge” to
commercial products and processes. Useful technology was the goal.
Second, the Commission’s report stressed that the other three factors –
capital, the workforce, and trade – were equally important to industrial success.
In effect, it said that true innovation – successful products in the global
marketplace – depended on these other government policies as well as on
technology policy.
From the perspective of the Young Commission, a skeptic of Gathering
Storm might make two related points. First, with the notable exception of energy
technology and the ARPA-Energy proposal, Gathering Storm says little about
either: (1) what kinds of research today are most relevant to current or potential
commercial uses, or (2) what policies and spending, if any, are needed to help
ensure that new knowledge from basic research is successfully applied in
commercial products and processes.
With regard to the first point, supporters of basic research often point out,
correctly, that new and unforeseen applications and industries can emerge from
this research. But when Gathering Storm proposes major new increases for
physical sciences research (as opposed to other areas of research), a skeptic could
31

Ibid.
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argue that the committee should provide some justification – either in terms of
intellectual promise or economic potential – for this choice. One might ask, for
example, why the committee chose to overlook the potential economic
contributions of research in the life sciences, the social and managerial sciences,
or the environmental science and technology. It is also notable that the report
does not address the opportunities for enhancing innovation that can arise from
efforts to remove barriers to R&D cooperation and technology transfer among
firms, as well as between industry on the one hand, and universities and
government laboratories on the other.
With regard to the second point, Gathering Storm says little and
recommends little (except in the energy area) about what government policies
are needed, if any, to help industry ensure that the findings of basic research are
translated into useful technology that then can be adapted for those commercial
products and processes. It is possible that the committee that wrote the report
feels that the rest of the U.S. innovation system is doing fine and needs no
improvement. But the report is generally silent on this point, providing little
discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the innovation system. This point
leads to the next section of this chapter.
3.3.4. Understanding the Innovation Process
One of the major intellectual accomplishments of S&T policy analysis in
the 1980s was the rejection of the “linear model” of innovation and the
development of a new appreciation of how technology-based innovation comes
about. Several intellectual steps were particularly important. Understanding
these steps is useful in understanding what a skeptic might find lacking in the
analysis and recommendations set forth in Gathering Storm.
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Replacement of the linear model. The first step came when analysts realized,
contrary to what the linear model predicted, that basic research findings were
not always automatically converted into useful products. This happened in large
part, they discovered, because science and technology are actually two separate
activities, usually performed by different organizations. The two worlds do
interact, of course, with technologists drawing upon research when they either
see new opportunities based on research (biotechnology is a notable example) or
need help from researchers to solve particular technological problems. So
science and technology are linked but still separate.32 One analyst, Donald
Stokes, saw that “use-inspired” basic research could be particularly useful to
technologists, a point that had implications for what kinds of basic research
governments might fund.33
Technology development and its role in the innovation process. The next step
asked what process is required to create new technologies (including ones based
on scientific research), and what “market failures” might affect the ability of the
United States to develop important new technologies in a timely and effective
fashion.
With regard to process, analysts noted that research (especially in
universities) rarely produces credible prototypes of new technologies. That is,
researchers engage in “proof of principle” work but rarely in “reduction to
practice” activities – at least when the cost of developing prototype hardware or

32

A particularly influential article that critiqued and revised the linear model was Stephen J. Kline and
Nathan Rosenberg, “An Overview of Innovation,” in Ralph Landau and Nathan Rosenberg, editors, The
Positive Sum Strategy: Harnessing Technology for Economic Growth, Washington: National Academy
Press, 1986. Kline and Rosenberg suggested replacing the linear model with a “chain-linked model.” In
Japan, Kodama Fumio made additional important contributions to theories of innovation.
33
See particularly Donald E. Stokes, Pasteur’s Quadrant: Basic Science and Technological Innovation,
Washington: Brookings Institution Press, 1997, particularly pages 84-89.
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products is high.34 So R&D programs other than basic research are usually
required to create credible prototypes, and – for reasons discussed below –
market failures often make companies reluctant to pay for the development of
socially beneficial prototypes. In America government agencies such as the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) have long understood
this situation and funded not only university basic research but also engineering
projects to develop new basic technologies – a process the U.S. Department of
Defense calls “exploratory technology development.” But in the 1980s and 1990s
analysts rediscovered the importance of exploratory development (also
sometimes called the development of new “generic” or “platform” technologies).
Analysts also reached other important conclusions about the role of
technology commercialization in the overall process of innovation. They learned
that in the commercial world, company officials, not academic researchers,
usually have the best understanding about what kinds of basic technologies
might best lead to successful commercial products. One implication is that a
“push strategy” of innovation, in which the researchers or government officials
try to decide the best applications, may be less successful than a “pull” or
“demand-side” strategy in which corporate technology managers take a major
role in shaping the “exploratory technology development” programs. In other
words, the successful commercialization of new technologies – their
incorporation into innovations that succeed in the marketplace – is generally a
process led by people in companies or in government operating agencies.
With regard to market failures, analysts in the 1980s focused on the
“valley of death” problem in which companies and venture capitalists often will

34

Computer software may be an exception to this rule.
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not provide money to commercial innovators to pay for “exploratory technology
development.” Even though the potential benefits are high, private investors
rarely invest in this risky portion of the innovation process. 35 Recognizing this
market failure, Congress in the 1980s passed laws to help innovators, through
competitively awarded grants. Examples include the laws that created Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programs in major federal R&D agencies
and the Commerce Department’s Advanced Technology Program (ATP).
Today, discussions of the “valley of death” problem continue in many
areas of technology policy.36
The importance of social networks. The beginning of Gathering Storm
prominently quotes Nobel laureate Julius Axelrod: “Ninety-nine percent of the
discoveries are made by one percent of the scientists.”37 But does innovation in
fact require more than brilliant discoveries and brilliant discovers? If good
discoveries by themselves were enough to ensure successful technology-based
innovation, then the U.S. would not have encountered serious competitiveness
problems in the 1980s. But Nobel prizes, while important, are not enough.
One of the most important intellectual findings of the 1980s was that
networks of talented people – and not just researchers – are responsible for
technology-based innovation. A country needs two groups: those who are
brilliant at scientific discovery and engineering invention and those who can turn
those ideas into practical technologies and successful products. Equally
35

For an excellent recent analysis of the “valley of death” problem and related issues, see Lewis M.
Branscomb and Philip E. Auerswald, Between Invention and Innovation: An Analysis of Funding for EarlyStage Technology Development, NIST GCR 02-841, November 2002, available at:
http://www.atp.nist.gov/eao/gcr02-841/gcr02-841.pdf.
36
See, for example, the following discussion of shortcomings in the innovation process for medical
products: U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Innovation, Stagnation: Challenge and Opportunity on the
Critical Path to New Medical Products, March 2004.
37
Gathering Storm, page vii.
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important, these two groups need to interact with each other. They need to
participate in common, flexible, and adaptive social networks of innovation – an
“innovation ecoystem.”
This finding about the value of innovation networks – and public policies
that encourage them – had two important implications.
First, it is important to break down barriers among different American
groups involved in innovation. In the early 1980s, analysts and policy-makers
paid close attention to legal and organizational barriers that prevented
researchers and business people from working together. Several important U.S.
laws came out of these policy discussions: the Patent and Trademark
Amendments of 1980 (the Bayh-Dole Act), which allowed universities to own
and license federally-funded inventions; the National Cooperative Research Act
of 1984, which allowed companies to enter into research consortia (“joint
research and development ventures”); and three laws that enabled federal
laboratories and companies to work together, the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Innovation Act of 1980, the related Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986, and
the National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989.
The second implication recognized the valuable role that both regional
social networks and industry-specific social networks play in technological
learning, adaptation, and innovation. Economists had long recognized the value
of regional economic clusters, but new analysts provided additional insights. For
example, Michael Porter, first in his own work and later with the Council on
Competitiveness, examined the characteristics of successful regional clusters.38
38

See Michael E. Porter, On Competition, Cambridge: Harvard Business Review Press, 1998, especially
Chapter 7, “Clusters and Competition: New Agendas for Companies, Governments, and Institutions,” and
the Council on Competitiveness Regional Innovation Initiative, with details at:
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AnnaLee Saxenian examined why some regions are more adaptable than
others.39 Richard Florida showed that the most economically successful regions
succeed in attracting top talent, not just scientists but also many other kinds of
creative people.40
Others analysts examined the history of specific industrial sectors,
examining the complex social and technological connections that lead to major
innovations.41 This work led to a new understanding that characteristics specific
to each sector (often combining both demand pull and technology push)
determine the degree and type of innovation in American industries. The U.S.
has effective sectoral innovation systems in such areas as defense, agriculture,
semiconductors, and pharmaceuticals, but less effective ones in areas such as
alternative energy, consumer electronics, and automobiles. Related work led to
an understanding that particular difficulties occur in the development and
application of “complex” technologies that require teams of engineers, and
special care should be taken when designing development projects for such
technologies.42
So, these analysts recognized the value of (1) breaking down legal and
organizational barriers and (2) encouraging regional and sector-specific social
networks. Out of discussions of this work came a series of important policy
initiatives and policy evaluations. For example, at the national level economists,
http://www.compete.org/nri/. The Southern Growth Policies Board also pioneered U.S. discussions of
policies to promote economic clusters.
39
Annalee Saxenian, Regional Advantage: Culture and Competition in Silicon Valley and Route 128,
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996.
40
Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class: And How It’s Transforming Work, Leisure, Community,
and Everyday Life, New York: Basic Books, 2002, and The Flight of the Creative Class: The New Global
Competition for Talent, New York: Harper Business, 2004.
41
See, for example, David C. Mowery and Nathan Rosenberg, Paths of Innovation: Technological Change
in 20th-Century America, Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998.
42
On this last point about complexity, see Robert W. Rycroft and Don E. Kash, The Complexity
Challenge: Technological Innovation for the 21st Century, London and New York: Pinter, 1999
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business school professors, and policy analysts – recognizing the importance of
talented individuals, networks, and flexible organizations – provided new details
on how innovation occurs and what companies can do to boost innovation.43 At
the state and regional level, analysts and policy-makers actively tried to create
and strengthen “regional innovation systems.” Some localities focused on
strengthening existing industries and clusters, including in manufacturing.
Others focused on research-based economic development, often trying to create
social networks and entrepreneurial support systems that would enable local
university professors and local business people to work together. For example, a
region needs venture capitalists, lawyers, and other professionals who
understand and can help entrepreneurs. The fact that this process of building
innovation systems is hard and success often slow indicates that that much more
is involved in technology-based innovation than simply funding world-class
research.44 However, when top researchers and good support networks are both
present in the same location, impressive results can follow. Biotechnology in
certain regions of the United States is a notable example.45
As result, a skeptic would point out that once again that the analysis in
Gathering Storm is important but incomplete. Recruiting and funding world-class
researchers is vital for technology-based innovation. But the other elements of a
successful innovation system are also crucial. Moreover, they do not always
43
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automatically exist; “market failures” can develop. One task for policy analysts
and policy-makers is to see if these elements are indeed present today in key
American regions and industrial sectors.
Tax incentives. A final point about the U.S. innovation system concerns
the research and experimentation (R&E) tax credit, sometimes also called the
R&D tax credit. Created by Congress in 1981, it provides a tax credit for
companies that increase their corporate R&D over a period of time. The credit is
very popular with industry, since it reduces tax bills, and it is not surprising that
Gathering Storm proposes expanding the credit and making the credit permanent.
(It typically has been only is reauthorized from one year to the next.) In his
American Competitiveness Initiative, President Bush picked up on this idea and
also proposed making the credit permanent.
Innovation policy analysts have long asked how well the credit actually
encourages American corporations to fund more R&D and especially to conduct
additional basic research or exploratory technology development beyond what
they would have done without the credit.
Findings to date have been mixed. Some work suggests that the credit has
led to increased corporate R&D spending and, equally important, affected the
composition of industrial R&D by leading firms to spend more on valuable basic
research. Other studies have been more skeptical. For example, a 1995 report
written by the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) reached
these conclusions:
Evidence obtained through OTA interviews and other sources
indicates that the R&E tax credit affects firms at the level of general
budget considerations, not at the level of strategic R&D choices. Some
firms may rely heavily on the credit [for financing], as is often the case in
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industries with rapidly expanding R&D outlays (such as biotechnology or
communications) or for firms that have particularly stringent growth
strategies. Generally, however, R&D strategies derive from fundamental
business and technological objectives, with little or no consideration given
to the R&E tax credit per se. In essence, the R&E credit represents more of
a financial tool than a technology tool.
There does not seem to be any correlation between the R&E tax
credit and the total level of R&D spending in the United States….
If the policy goal is to rectify the market’s tendency to undersupply
basic research or some other particular types of technologies, such as
infrastructural or “generic” research, then the R&E tax credit may be
relatively ineffective because it does not substantially alter the allocation
of R&D resources across different research activities.46
The evidence is therefore mixed, and it is possible that the credit leads to
different outcomes in different industries and at different times.
3.3.5. The Technology Needs of Manufacturing and Services
In the 1980s, as in today’s economy, the service sector and general
manufacturing (that is, companies beyond research-dependent high-tech
manufacturing) form the vast majority of U.S. economic activity and
employment. So, in a report that says it focuses “on creating high-quality jobs
for Americans,” one might think that the service sector and general
manufacturing would receive special attention. In particular, what research
spending and what R&D mechanisms might best promote innovation and
employment in these sectors?
However, a skeptic would point out that the report is nearly silent on
these subjects. As a result, one might ask, for example, why an auto worker in
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Detroit or the owner of a small machine-tool business in Cleveland or an
insurance executive in Hartford should believe that the recommendations set
forth in Gathering Storm will help them in any significant way. The
recommendations that are in the report for more physical sciences research
might, if properly implemented, lead eventually to better electronic products for
consumers or less-polluting energy – both worthwhile – but this research would
provide little direct benefit that boosts success or employment in these other
sectors.
The innovation policy thinking of the 1980s and after did in fact suggest
some promising ideas for research and technology programs in support of
services and the general manufacturing sector. In manufacturing, various
groups – including the National Council for Advanced Manufacturing
(NACFAM) – recommended new federal R&D initiatives in generic
manufacturing technology, and small and useful programs at DOD and NIST did
receive some funding, although not much. Moreover, Congress created what is
now the Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership to work with the states
to provide technical assistance to small and medium-sized manufacturers and
thus help them improve their manufacturing processes and create more
innovative products. In services, some discussion occurred. For example, there
were discussions about how government-funded researchers might work with
financial corporations, other service companies, and government operating
agencies to improve the performance of their information systems.47 But there is
almost no discussion of such matters – and the needs of these sectors – in
Gathering Storm.
47
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3.3.6. How Well Is Today’s U.S. Innovation System Working?
With the exception of the energy sector – which the next section of this
paper discusses – Gathering Storm seems to assume that the current U.S.
innovation system is working well. Therefore, it argues, increased basic research
funding, more PhDs, and extended tax credits will in fact lead to significant new
U.S. innovation and employment. But is the report correct to make this
assumption?
A full review of the strengths and weaknesses of the current U.S.
innovation system is beyond the scope of what this paper can analyze. But a
skeptic could make several points.
First, as discussed earlier, the good news is that the U.S. did make major
improvements in its innovation system during the 1980s and the 1990s. The U.S.
Government passed laws such as Bayh-Dole that broke down barriers between
researchers and entrepreneurs; it continued programs that funded exploratory
technology development (such as DARPA’s programs); the government added
new programs that helped commercial companies overcome the “valley of
death” and develop their technologies (such as the Small Business Innovation
Research Programs and the Advanced Technology Program); private companies
in America became much more competitive; and state governments and regions
did more to promote high-tech business growth. All of these steps contributed to
the resurgence of American industry in the mid-1990s.
Second, however, problems also exist. For example:


As mentioned before, little federal funding goes to support research
and innovation in two large parts of the U.S. economy, services and
general manufacturing.
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“Valley of death” problems continue to exist and appear to hinder the
rate of U.S. innovation.48



Many regions of the U.S. are struggling to create high-tech companies
and jobs. That is, the U.S. innovation system is not working well for all
parts of the country.



While many universities have succeeded in helping to create spin-off
companies, federal laboratories have had less success creating new
companies. Gathering Storm and the American Competitiveness
Initiative propose large increases in funding for DOE’s Office of
Science and its laboratories. The laboratories clearly have great
capabilities and do make contributions to both the nation and even to
individual states.49 But under current policies their contributions to
new companies and new employment is less than it might be.



Even the basic research system has received criticism. For example,
the National Science Board (the board of directors of the National
Science Foundation) worries that basic research programs have
become too incremental and do not fund enough high-risk, highpayoff (“transformative”) research.50

3.3.7. How Well Does Gathering Storm Pay Attention to These Lessons
Regarding the U.S. Innovation System?
How much does Gathering Storm demonstrate an understanding about
these nuances of the U.S. innovation process and about the effectiveness of
various policy tools? A skeptic might say that the report falls short.
The report contains almost no analysis or data about the strengths and
weaknesses of the current U.S. innovation system or, more specifically, the
innovation systems for individual U.S. regions and industries. It seems to
assume that the current U.S. innovation system is doing fine, but does not in fact
48
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offer data on this question. Nor it does recommend improvements in areas that
clearly have problems, such as low number of significant spin-off companies
from national laboratories. As result, it cannot say how much the recommended
increases in basic research funding and STEM education are in fact likely to help
American innovation, competitiveness, regional growth, and overall national
employment.51
Moreover, a skeptic could argue that these shortcomings exist even
Gathering Storm’s most detailed single discussion: its discussion of energy and its
recommended Action B-5, the proposal to create an Advanced Research Projects
Agency—Energy (“ARPA-E”). The weaknesses in this part of Gathering Storm
illustrate general shortcomings in the report’s overall analysis and
recommendations.
At first glance, the ARPA-E proposal does indeed seem to reflect an
understanding of the “new model” of the innovation process. According to
Gathering Storm:
The new agency would sponsor creative, out-of-the-box,
transformational, generic energy research in those areas where industry
by itself cannot or will not undertake such sponsorship, where risk and
potential payoff are high, but where success could provide dramatic
benefits for the nation…. The nature of energy research makes it
particularly relevant to producing many spin-off benefits to the broad
fields of engineering, physical sciences, and mathematics.52
This discussion seems to recognize that basic research projects in universities and
national laboratories are unlikely, by themselves, to create working prototypes of
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significant new energy technologies. And of course energy is a field in which
exploratory technology development can be particularly expensive and complex,
a point the ARPA-Energy proposal seems to recognize.
However, a skeptic could point to three potentially troubling features of
this proposal, at least as it is presented in the paragraph quoted above. First, the
proposal focuses on “creative, out-of-the-box, transformational, generic energy
research” – not exploratory technology development. The term “research”
implies funding basic or perhaps applied researchers, in universities and
government laboratories, and not funding engineering teams. This choice of
words may not be intentional, but a skeptic would want to ask the committee
what it meant. Second, and related, the statement that the “nature of energy
research makes it particularly relevant to producing many spin-off benefits”
from fundamental research implies a “push strategy” or “supply-side approach”
to technology development, in which the researchers rather than industry shape
the R&D agenda. Is the purpose of ARPA-E to develop ideas that the
researchers, national laboratory executives, and government funding officials
think are promising, or to work in partnership with industry, including
entrepreneurs, to identify what industry leaders think are promising? The report
is not clear, so a skeptic who believes that marketplace considerations should be
part of the decision process for exploratory technology development programs
would ask questions.53 Third, the timing for ARPA-Energy may be wrong. The
committee seems to be saying that we should create and fund this new agency
now, even though the United States does not yet have a coherent, focused energy
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policy or associated energy technology strategy.54 Funding it now could lead to a
major “disconnect” between what research areas agency leaders decide to fund
and what energy technologies the country ultimately decides that it needs.
Beyond the ARPA-Energy proposal itself, one curious aspect of the
Gathering Storm report is that it does not propose ARPA-type programs for other
areas of technology and provides no explanation or rationale for this difference.
For example, the committee did not propose ARPA-like mechanisms for medical
technology, manufacturing technology, or the service sector – although a skeptic
could argue that all of these are also important to the U.S. economy and face their
own market failures. 55
Instead, the report recommends something else that might help other
parts of the economy (although the report is not clear on which ones). This is the
report’s proposed Action 4-B, entitled “high-risk research.” The summary
recommendation reads: “At least 8% of the budgets of federal research agencies
should be set aside for discretionary funding managed by technical program
managers in those agencies to catalyze high-risk, high-payoff research.”56 Again,
the term here is “research,” and the implication is that the purpose of this
proposal is to fund unusual rather than incremental basic research, but not
exploratory technology development. DARPA is mentioned in this section, but
more for its management style (using powerful program managers) rather than
for its technology work. In fact, the text approvingly quotes another National
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Academies’ report that lamented “a trend within DOD for reduced attention to
unfettered exploration in its basic research program.” So Action B-4 seems
focused on basic research and not on developing new basic technologies that
might be promising for the U.S. economy. Action B-4 is not a substitute for
ARPA-like engineering organizations for other areas of the economy.

3.4. Insufficient Attention to Important New Trends Affecting the Role of
Innovation in the Economy
The previous section of this chapter focused on how well the mainstream
consensus as reflected in Gathering Storm, in the American Competitiveness
Initiative, and in various bills before Congress takes into account what has been
learned since 1980 about the conditions under which successful U.S. innovation
occurs.
We turn in this section to the identification of important new trends, since
the 1980s, that affect innovation in the economy, and to a discussion of whether
these trends are adequately considered by the mainstream consensus on U.S.
innovation policy. That is, what major economic, social, and policy trends have
developed in recent years that Gathering Storm – and other studies of U.S.
innovation – should pay attention to? Many, but not all, of these trends are
connected directly to the globalization of R&D and industrial activity. Others are
more localized to conditions in the United States.
After identifying each trend, we discuss its potential implications for U.S.
innovation policy.
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And we note throughout this section that Gathering Storm in fact pays little
or no attention to these important trends and their impact on U.S. innovation,
competitiveness, and jobs. A skeptic would therefore conclude that the report is
weak in its analysis and recommendations.
3.4.1. The Rise of Service Sector Innovation
Nearly all of contemporary innovation policy, including the analysis in
Gathering Storm, is premised on the idea that innovation takes place in, or for,
firms in the manufacturing, mining, or agricultural sectors. Our mental model of
an innovation is a new technology-based product, process, or system that
represents the application of the principles of the physical or biological sciences
and of engineering to solve economically or socially significant problems. We
tend to think of innovations as airplanes, pharmaceuticals, plastics, cell phones,
and the like.
Increasingly, however, innovation has become a function carried out
much more broadly in the economy. In the United States, roughly 70 percent of
the value added arises from services. Innovation in services contributes an everincreasing share to the generation of wealth for society. And, increasingly,
innovation in services arises from systematic inquiry carried out in such fields as
applied social sciences, psychology, organizational behavior, management
sciences, logistics, and systems analysis. That is to say, service sector innovation
is often based on new understandings in the social sciences, broadly defined.
As in the case of traditional manufacturing innovation, service sector
innovation often involves marrying insights into market opportunities with new
capabilities developed through social science research. In addition to marrying
these sets of knowledge, however, service sector innovation often draws as well
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on the broad technical field of information technology. In this case, however,
information technology plays a key supportive role for, but is not the focus of,
the innovative activity.
An early illustration of a recognized service sector innovation was the
development by Citibank of the automated teller machine, or ATM. To be sure,
the ATM is a machine, constructed from materials, devices, electronics, software,
communications links, and so on. More important, however, it represents a
fundamental rethinking of the business of banking and of the relationship of
banks to each other and to their customers. Inventing a machine that could
distribute money reliably was an essential part of the ATM innovation, but the
truly important part was the development of a new business model for banking.
Now new business models have proliferated and have, in many instances,
revolutionized entire industries. The Internet has been a key enabler of many of
these models, but it is not the only one. Well-known and successful firms based
on service sector innovation include—to name a few—such giants as Walmart,
Google, Amazon.com, Starbucks, eBay, YouTube, MySpace, Federal Express, and
Dell.
Service sector innovative activity creates new definitional, measurement,
and interpretative challenges that are only beginning to be met. For example,
NSF has for several years been attempting to include “service sector” R&D in its
survey of industrial R&D, and this category of R&D spending has grown to
account for some 15 to 20 percent of the total. However, it is well known that
some of the R&D spending attributed to firms in service industries results from
an artifact of their classification system. NSF attributes all of the R&D spending
by each respondent firm in its surveys to the 4-digit industrial classification code
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that accounts for the largest proportion of that firm’s employment. As a result,
the R&D spending of certain very large, integrated firms is understood to be
included in “services,” even though most of their R&D may, in fact, be focused
on their manufacturing operations. Conversely, NSF has no real way to ensure
that it is surveying all of the firms that are engaged in service sector innovation,
nor does it know whether such firms conceptualize R&D in the same way as
traditional manufacturing firms do.
Recently, a new field of inquiry sometimes called “service science” has
begun to appear. Interestingly, IBM has been at the forefront of leading and
nurturing this new field. According to a web site maintained by IBM, the field of
“Services sciences, Management and Engineering hopes to bring together
ongoing work in computer science, operations research, industrial engineering,
business strategy, management sciences, social and cognitive sciences, and legal
sciences to develop the skills required in a services-led economy.“57 A number of
academic institutions have begun research and educational programs in this new
field.
Public policy has not caught up with the emergence of service science.
Except insofar as service science is viewed as a field of application of information
technology, federal R&D agencies have not played a role in its development. The
Research and Experimentation Tax Credit, the principal tax-based stimulus to
innovation in the United States, does not incorporate research in service sciences
within the bounds of qualifying expenditures. The U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office has issued some important patents for new business processes that have
been at the heart of new corporate strategies, but some of these patents are
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widely criticized and resented by intellectual property practitioners and others,
and there is a move in Congress and the higher courts to restrain issuance of
such patents. In summary, the mainstream consensus, as reflected in Gathering
Storm and other studies, is essentially blind to the role that service sector
innovation plays in the modern economy, and offers little to support it.
3.4.2

The Trend Toward “Open-Source Innovation” and Weak

Intellectual Property
In the past two decades, the “open source movement” has revolutionized
software development. The roots of this movement are in the profoundly
successful evolutionary development of the Unix software code by a very large
network of programmers who worked to improve an early version released to
the public for general use. Through a self-organizing process, programmers
developed the practice of freely sharing code improvements in the Unix network,
subject to the proviso that they could be used freely by all and that no user could
incorporate such improvements into new software intended for sale. So-called
“open source licenses” were developed in which users agreed to accept such
conditions in return for free access.
Today, the “open source” approach is the norm in many domains of
computer science and software development. Its practitioners often are
dismissive of the use of traditional copyright and patent protections to create
value in software, arguing that a much greater value arises when the entire
community is able to make use of, and to improve, the software for use by
everyone in the community.
Experiments are now being carried out on a modest basis in applying the
open-source model to other domains of innovation, such as drug development.
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It is not clear whether software is uniquely suited to open-source development or
whether the model can be extended elsewhere.
In the traditional model of science-based innovation, scientists are
rewarded for their efforts with fame and recognition that they were first to
discover something, and entrepreneurs are rewarded by the temporary
monopoly profits that accrue to successful commercialization. Open source
challenges both of these precepts.
From a public policy perspective, creating incentives and subsidies for
open-source development is a challenge. If a networked community is
responsible for a development, which of its members should be eligible for a
grant, a contract, a tax incentive, or a patent? Can incentives for innovation be
designed that encourage and reward innovation by a collective? The current
consensus on innovation policy has no room for this discussion.
3.4.3

Offshore-Outsourcing of R&D and Innovation

Multinational firms of all major nations have accelerated the pace of their
investments in R&D and innovative activities in countries other than their home
countries. This is not a new development—American firms have made such
investments in Canada, Europe and Japan for decades, and firms from those
regions have invested heavily in the United States as well. The rationale for
making such investments has largely been to locate product development
facilities near customers, so foreign investment in R&D has tended to follow
foreign investment in marketing, manufacturing and sales by a number of years.
With the growth of technical competency in countries like India, China,
and Malaysia, as well as with the continued growth of more advanced countries
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such as Korea, Singapore and Taiwan, foreign investment in R&D by U.S.
companies has expanded into these areas very rapidly. In addition to the
traditional localization function of overseas R&D, U.S. firms have also been
seeking access the very large numbers of well-educated, less costly technical
workers in those countries. Also, emerging countries that have opened their
doors to foreign investment have increasingly conditioned such investments on
agreements to locate R&D in their country. Finally, currency misalignments,
limitations on export of earnings, and national subsidies have all influenced R&D
location decisions by lowering the effective cost of R&D to the multinational
investor.
In addition to locating R&D overseas, U.S. firms are increasingly engaged
in innovation-based partnerships with firms at home and abroad. As they have
learned to manage external R&D networks more effectively, U.S. firms have
become more comfortable seeking low-cost R&D partners wherever they might
be located.
All of these factors have contributed to a rapid growth in so-called “offshore outsourcing” of R&D and innovative activities.
In a world in which the ability to innovate rapidly and effectively is a
major aspect of successful competitive performance, a number of U.S. observers
have pointed with some alarm to the off-shore outsourcing trend. They ask, for
example, whether U.S. firms are simply “training their future competition” by
helping train the advanced workforce of other countries.
More important, in our judgment, is that the growth of R&D competency
around the world is a direct challenge to the leadership role that has been played
by U.S. companies and the United States as a whole during the entire post-World
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War-II period. In particular, the current consensus on the best public policies to
enhance the competitive performance of U.S. firms, as discussed in previous
chapters, is to invest heavily in basic research, education and training of
scientists and engineers, and tax incentives to firms to expand their research
portfolios. What these key aspects of the consensus seems to have avoided
coming to terms with is that U.S. investments in R&D yield results that can be
immediately exploited, perhaps at lower cost, by R&D and innovation activities
overseas, by U.S. multinationals seeking the highest profits wherever they can be
found or by foreign firms whose competence has been enhanced by U.S.
investments overseas. In light of these realities, it is important to question
whether redoubling U.S. investments in R&D and human resources is an
effective strategy.
3.4.4

The Growing Role of Foreign-Born Entrepreneurs in American

Innovation
The growing role of foreign-born entrepreneurs in leading technologybased innovative new firms in the United States has been well documented for
such hotbeds of innovation as Silicon Valley and northern Virginia. Moving
well-beyond the stereotype of the recently-arrived, brilliant, but academicallyfocused foreign specialist, such persons have learned quickly how the U.S.
innovation system works and what it takes to build a successful business.58
Meanwhile, the policy world discusses foreign born and foreign-trained
scientists and engineers largely in terms of whether there are sufficient “H-1B
visas” available for the number of technical staff firms wish to hire. Almost no
attention has been given to how the United States might more actively and
58
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systematically recruit not just the brightest, but also the most entrepreneurial of
the young people who are being trained elsewhere. Of course, such people are
also of value to their home countries, but America has always depended on a
substantial flow of skilled (as well as unskilled) immigrants to help build the
country. Systematic recruitment of good prospects for success has been practiced
in the past; it may be appropriate to consider expanding such recruitment again
in order to help meet national needs and sustain American growth in the face of
the somewhat unfavorable demographic trend toward an aging population.
3.4.5

The Importance of Regional Clusters in Building Competitive

Industries
Students of technology and regional economic development have come to
appreciate in recent years the importance of regional clusters of similar firms in
building competitive industries. The dynamics of such clusters are relatively
straightforward—the presence of multiple similar firms enables each of them to
take advantage of the skills, markets, staff and supportive resources of the others.
While firms in a cluster may be engaged in fierce competitive struggles, they also
can lower their costs by explicit and often implicit sharing of costly inputs.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the value of clustering is not
completely new. In the U.S., for example, the machine tool industry clustered
around Hartford, Connecticut for decades, and Detroit is famous for being the
“auto city.” In the past, however, such clusters formed through relatively
spontaneous and idiosyncratic processes of self-organization and evolution.
What is new is that regions now seek ways to build and attract clusters in a more
planned manner through, for example, making strategic investments in
supportive infrastructures such as incubators or wet-lab space for start-up
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companies, specialized educational and training programs to prepare both
engineers and technicians for narrow niche employment opportunities, and, of
course, focused recruiting of firms in particular clusters based on assessments of
local comparative advantage.
Federal innovation policy is essential indifferent in a technical sense to the
potential of clusters and to how public policy at the national level might
stimulate or inhibit their formation. To some extent, this indifference reflects a
long-standing division of labor between the nationally-oriented federal
government and the locally-oriented state governments. Yet, to the extent that
clusters are the paradigm for successful innovative and competitive industries, a
federal policy portfolio that does not attend to their needs is likely to be less
successful than one that does. The current consensus offers nothing in this
regard.
3.4.6

The Rise of the Creative Economy

Richard Florida has popularized the notion of “the creative economy” as
an economy that can marshall a wide range of human and knowledge resources
to develop and produce new and innovative products and services. He
emphasizes that such an economy thrives not just on the contributions of its
scientists and engineers but also of its artists, actors, musicians, authors, media
experts, deal-makers, architects and designers, educators and many others who
thrive on new experiences and change. Such a community is more likely to form,
he claims, where the social and political culture is hospitable to people of diverse
and challenging interests and tastes, including those whose personal
characteristics may lie outside the mainstream. Such factors as natural amenities,
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good universities, access to the arts, and exciting entertainment venues also draw
persons in what Florida calls “the creative class.”
Some large American cities like New York, San Francisco, and Los
Angeles, have long been attractive to the creative class. Others with more staid
reputations have had to work at becoming magnets for them. Smaller cities like
Portland, Austin, and Boulder have also been able to use natural amenities, life
style and educational opportunities to attract this group.
In part, the creative economy idea is consistent with both the regional
cluster concept and the growing importance of service sector innovation, and, as
such, calls for the same kinds of consideration in public policy terms that they
do. But, the creative class requires more to be a leading contributor. For
example, one of Florida’s insights is that a high level of tolerance for diversity of
various personal attributes is key to the success of a region that wishes to try to
succeed in the creative economy. Yet, nowhere in the debates about U.S.
innovation and competitiveness policy does maintaining and encouraging
diversity come under consideration (except for the expressed determination to
make scientific and engineering careers more accessible for women and
minorities.)
3.4.7

The Realities of Federal Fiscal Stringency

Objective analysts of trends in the U.S. federal government budget have
pointed to a looming budget crisis of gargantuan proportions as America’s
population ages and demands for social supports for the elderly consume an
ever-greater proportion of government revenues (and borrowing!) Long-term
forecasts are hazardous of course, but the Government Accountability Office has
published analyses suggesting that commitments to future social spending,
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largely on the elderly, could rise to the level of 30 percent of GDP within the next
few decades, as compared with the fact that total federal spending for all
purposes, including national security, is on the order of 20 percent of GDP today.
While the large tax cuts enacted early in the Bush administration, combined with
the cost of the war in Iraq, have contributed to a sense of longer term fiscal crisis,
the structural commitments to social spending now in place promise to
completely upset America’s sense of fiscal priorities in years to come.59
Federal expenditures on R&D, education, tax incentives and other
activities that contribute to enhancing competitiveness are likely to come under
intense pressure in the years ahead if the GAO projections of fiscal crisis are
realized. It should be noted that GAO is not alone in pointing to this problem…a
host of economic and policy interest groups across the political spectrum are cosponsors of the “Fiscal Wake Up Tour” with GAO.
Under the American political system, advocates for government spending
for a particular purpose are rarely called on to identify where the funds are to be
raised or which other programs are to be cut to free up funds for their priorities.
In view of the critical importance of innovation to the future economic health of
the country, however, and to the fact that innovation-based growth can help
offset the problem of fiscal imbalance, it would seem prudent for the
competitiveness policy community to be fully engaged in the debate over the
long-term fiscal crisis that looms ahead. At present, there appears to be no real
engagement at all across these important competing and potentially mutually
supportive policy arenas.
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Concluding Observations on the Unmentioned Trends

In the few sections above, we have identified a number of developments
and trends in the nature of innovation itself, in the globalization of industry, in
localization and clusters, and in fiscal challenges to federal spending which
should be incorporated in considerations of the future of U.S. innovation policy.
These trends raise difficult but vitally important questions for analysts
and policy-makers working on innovation policy.
For example, does outsourcing to overseas contractors ultimate help or
harm the American economy and American workers? Or what factors determine
when it helps or hurts? What kinds of American engineering education are most
appropriate to a global economy in which low-cost Chinese and Indian engineers
are competing for work? How should we train American manufacturing
technicians (and not just people with PhD degrees) so that they have skills that
will help keep good jobs? How should the United States organize its S&T
activities so that we take advantage of the increasing amounts of high-quality
research being conducted in other countries? How can we support service sector
innovation, stimulate the creative economy, and build regional clusters? What
can we do about the impact of the future fiscal crisis on the core of federal
investment in innovation?
As noted earlier in this section, Gathering Storm – and the current
mainstream consensus on innovation and competitiveness policy built around
Gathering Storm – is largely oblivious to these trends. Many of the experts
working in the field are aware that the present consensus is undesirably limited,
and they are working to lay the groundwork for future debates once action is
taken on the competitiveness bills now before the House and Senate. The
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general view is that, while the policies embedded in the consensus are
insufficient, they are in general desirable. Therefore, there is little stomach for
upsetting the current political debate by highlighting its inadequacies and
pointing out things that are missing. There will be time enough to do that, so
goes the thinking of skeptics and experts, once the consensus is safely embedded
in law.

3.5. Apparent Inconsistencies within the Report’s Recommendations
Finally, a skeptic could point out that in addition to the important topics
that Gathering Storm could have discussed but did not, there are also some
problems with what it does discuss. For example, at least three significant
internal inconsistencies exist within the report.
This chapter has already identified one such inconsistency: the
discrepancy between recommending an ARPA-type entity for energy R&D
without recommending or even discussing a similar approach for other
important areas of the economy, such as biomedicine, manufacturing, or the
service sector.
Second, what is the justification for recommending major funding
increases for the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics but not for
other important fields of science and technology? On the one hand, the report
says that the committee identified two key challenges: “creating high-quality jobs
for Americans and responding to the nation’s need for clean, affordable, and
reliable energy.”60 Physical scientists are clearly important for energy R&D, of
60

Gathering Storm, page 2.
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course. But as for jobs for Americans generally, this paper has already pointed
out most Americans do not work in fields that depend directly on research in
physics or chemistry. Most Americans work in services or general
manufacturing. So if the goal is to creating high-quality jobs for Americans, why
propose additional funding in the physical sciences as the best way to help the
full range of Americans?
A skeptic might in fact be very sympathetic to the proposals made by the
Gathering Storm committee – and many other reputable groups – for additional
federal support for the physical sciences (and for engineering and computer
science). But, says the skeptic, this particular report does not make a clear and
convincing case for why Congress can best help the overall economy by making
this particular investment.
Third, a skeptic would say that the most significant inconsistency in the
report concerns the likely effectiveness of vastly increasing undergraduate
scholarships and graduate fellowships in science and engineering.
On the one hand, the report says the following in a section entitled “Some
Worrisome Indicators:” “For the cost of one chemist or one engineer in the
United States, a company can hire about five chemists in China or 11 engineers in
India.” And the same section makes clear that China and India have many,
many good people available: “In 2004, China graduated over 600,000 engineers,
India 350,000, and America around 70,000.” So the price and availability of
foreign scientists and engineers do put American jobs at great risk. And of
course American-based companies have shown that they will in fact hire people
in China and India rather than hire significant new numbers of relatively
expensive American scientists and engineers.
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Yet on the other hand, Gathering Storm seems to assume that offering
25,000 new undergraduate scholarships and 5,000 additional graduate
fellowships each year will lead to significant numbers of additional American
scientists and engineers and implies that these people will find jobs.
So what in fact does the report conclude: will there or will there not be
significant numbers of new jobs for American scientists and engineers? And will
large numbers of American students in fact want to study science and
engineering under these circumstances? A skeptic would point out that the
report does not clearly address these issues.
A skeptic might also point out that there are good and enduring reasons
why many bright young Americans do not choose careers in science and
technology. Aside from the current uncertainty about how much companies will
shift R&D and manufacturing jobs to Asia, students have long known that
careers in law, business, and finance pay more. And academic research has
supported the students’ intuition. For example, economist Richard Freeman of
Harvard reached these conclusions:
The job market has worsened for young workers in S&E [science
and engineering] fields relative to many other high-level occupations,
which discourages US students from going on in S&E, but which still has
sufficient rewards to attract large immigrant flows, particularly from
developing countries.61

3.6. Chapter Conclusion: Limitations of the Mainstream Consensus
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In summary, a skeptic would say that the analysis and hence the
recommendations in Global Storm are incomplete and in some ways internally
inconsistent. It is true that the recommendations fit with traditional and
comfortable bipartisan American notions about the value of basic research and
training more scientists and engineers, but in fact these recommendations do not
convincingly explain how the United States can best prosper in this radically
new global environment.
The members of the Gathering Storm committee are outstanding leaders in
science, technology, and industry who believe sincerely and correctly that their
organizations are contributing to the nation’s economy. However, the lack of
detailed analysis in the report leaves it open to concerns that the
recommendations amount to little more than a familiar 1960s-style wish list of
actions that universities, national laboratories, and high-tech companies want
from the government.62 A skeptic can point out that the report does not present a
comprehensive national strategy based on a comprehensive analysis of today’s
U.S. innovation system, its current strengths and weaknesses, the current global
challenge, and the most effective science and technology policy steps that the
federal government could take now to help boost employment prospects and
prosperity for all Americans.
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In fact, most of the central proposals of Gathering Storm can be found in a report to the Department of
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4. BROADER PERSPECTIVES ON U.S. INNOVATION POLICY AND
COMPETITIVENESS
The preceding chapter suggests that a U.S. innovation policy more
sophisticated than the current mainstream consensus would begin by paying
attention to at least three elements:


The innovation needs and opportunities for the full range of American
industries and employees, including the service sector and general
manufacturing.



Lessons learned about the U.S. innovation process, including the roles
played by technology development, technology commercialization,
social networks, and market failures.



Important new trends in the global and U.S. economies.

Several analysts have offered recommendations for U.S. innovation policy
that come from a broader perspective than the viewpoint presented in Gathering
Storm. This chapter of the paper very briefly summarizes some of the most
important and interesting of these recommendations.63

4.1. A Broader Perspective on the Factors Affecting Overall U.S. Economic
Competitiveness
The broader U.S. debate on innovation and competitiveness contains
several important ideas that are not really present in the mainstream consensus.
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TPI emphasizes, however, that the analysts discussed below have not necessarily explicitly discussed or
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That is, these ideas go beyond Gathering Storm and the American
Competitiveness Initiative.
Multiple elements of an effective competitiveness strategy. The first such idea
stresses that research and science and engineering training, important as they
are, will only help the U.S. compete in a global economy if the country adopts the
other elements of a successful overall national competitiveness strategy. These
other elements are those identified in the 1985 Young Commission report: an
innovation policy that focuses on technology development as well as basic
research; adequate supplies of affordable American capital; a skilled, flexible,
and motivated workforce (which includes all workers, not just PhD scientists and
engineers); and an effective trade policy.64
Different analysts stress different points about the relative importance of
these four factors and what specific policy steps are most important today. But
general education and trade policy often receive special emphasis.65
Education is important because, as a high-wage country, the United States
does not want to reduce its wages to match the low levels in China and India.
Therefore, our citizens – all of them – must be well trained if the country is to
compete successfully against countries who citizens are motivated, skilled, and
willing to work for less. U.S. education and training policy is a huge topic and
cannot be addressed here, but major ideas include not only better science and
mathematics training but also opportunities for more students to attend college
and better skills training programs at the U.S. Departments of Labor and
64

Kent Hughes is one analyst who makes the case that all four of these factors are important. See Kent H.
Hughes, “Facing the Global Competitiveness Challenge,” Issues in Science and Technology, Summer 2005.
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For an example of this type of policy thinking, see two articles by the moderate Democratic policy
analyst Robert Atkinson: “Managing the Offshoring Challenge,” Progressive Policy Institute, July 2004,
and “Deep Competitiveness,” Issues in Science and Technology, Winter 2007.
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Education, including Trade Adjustment Assistance for workers who lose their
jobs because of changes in world trade. Some industry groups particularly
would like programs to help train a new generation of highly skilled
manufacturing workers; despite decreases in the number of U.S. manufacturing
jobs, many highly skilled positions now go unfilled.
Democrats and policy analysts who are sympathetic to the Democrats
have often argued with each other about trade, with those analysts closest to
labor unions being most critical of new trade agreements. But in fact Democratic
analysts generally agree that the U.S. Government should oppose currency
manipulation – such as China’s policy of keeping the value of its currency
artificially low. They also generally agree that trade agreements should protect
American companies against the theft of intellectual property and should contain
basic provisions requiring all participating countries to have basic labor
standards (no child labor, free unions, etc.) and basic environmental protections.
Recently, and somewhat surprisingly, the Bush Administration has begun to
accept these Democratic arguments.66
Regional clusters. A second major perspective that goes beyond the
mainstream consensus focuses on the value of regional economic clusters and the
importance of public policies – federal, state, and local – that support them. The
private Council on Competitiveness has been particularly thoughtful about this
issue, and its Innovate America report recommended that the federal government
help support the creation of 10 new “Innovation Hot Spots” around the country.
However, this idea has not received much support and is not part of the
mainstream consensus. One can debate whether it is in fact a good idea, but the
66
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important point here is that the Council on Competitiveness is trying to focus
attention on regional issues.
Other analysts also stress the importance of these clusters and how they
are changing as globalization proceeds. Richard Florida, mentioned earlier in
this paper, stresses the importance of public policies that help cities and regions
attract the most creative employees.67 AnnaLee Saxenian also has examined
clusters in a global context, and emphasized the opportunities that flows of talent
entrepreneurs from country to country offer the United States. She suggests that
policies should encourage highly skilled immigrants to start companies here.68
The importance of the service sector. Chapter 3 of this paper emphasized the
importance of the U.S. service sector, which, as previously mentioned, now
employs 83.6 percent of all non-farm employees in the United States.
Clearly, some American service companies have used information
technology very successfully to improve productivity – financial companies and
retailer Wal-Mart being the most notable examples. But what combinations of
education policies, trade policies, and R&D activities might best help service
companies and their employees stay competitive in world markets? This subject
is only now beginning to get serious attention.
Attention to general manufacturing. While manufacturing – both high-tech
manufacturing and general manufacturing (automobiles, consumer goods, etc.) –
now employs only 10.8 percent of all American workers, it is still a major source
of economic wealth and good-paying jobs. Yet historically the U.S. Government
has funded relatively little R&D in support of general manufacturing, and
67
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education and training programs focused on manufacturing skills remain
relatively small. Some policy advocacy groups have recommended detailed
programs for R&D and training,69 and here, too, the Council on Competitiveness
and its Innovate America report emphasize the importance of manufacturing.
Still, the mainstream consensus represented by Gathering Storm and the
American Competitiveness Initiative barely discusses manufacturing. A broader
competitiveness and innovation policy – and especially one focused on creating
jobs for a wide range of Americans – might place more emphasis on this part of
the economy.
Motivation. Finally, another theme in the broader literature on U.S.
competitiveness in a global economy focuses on how motivated American
citizens and the U.S. Government are. That is, how much are our leaders and we
Americans willing to acknowledge the great challenge before us and work hard
to do well? How willing are we to encourage our children to work hard and get
the best possible education? Thomas Friedman particularly stresses this point, in
The World Is Flat.

4.2. A Broader Perspective on Science and Technology Policy
While some ideas and policy proposals focus on the full range of policies
needed to boost competitiveness and employment in the new global economy,
other perspectives focus specifically and in detail on the issue of what U.S.
federal S&T policy can do as one policy tool to help competitiveness. Three ideas
are particularly important.
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Focusing on technology as well as basic research. As discussed in Chapter 3 of
this paper, one can criticize the Gathering Storm and the mainstream consensus
built around it for ignoring the importance of engineering development work,
assistance to companies facing “valley of death” barriers, and the importance of
encouraging and nurturing the networks and teams that can convert promising
discoveries and inventions into innovative products, processes, and services that
succeed in the marketplace.70
Engineering education. One important question is what kind of engineering
education will give American engineers good and productive careers in an era of
competition from low-wage Chinese and Indian engineers. The mainstream
consensus, as reflected in Gathering Storm, says almost nothing about this
question. It seems to assume that traditional training approaches will be fine,
even as it acknowledges that U.S.-based companies can hire competent Asian
engineers for far less money.
One idea is that American engineering education increasingly should
include not only technical training but also training in leading business teams,
including international teams, and other training to help engineers succeed in
global enterprises. This idea deserves further examination.
Participating in Global R&D. Not only business is becoming more global.
So is scientific and engineering research. Companies understand this, which is
one reason why they hire good engineers and researchers from around the
world. But current U.S. Government policy seems rooted in the old idea that the
U.S. is automatically the world leader in research and the U.S. does not need
70
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policies that encourages American scientists and engineers to learn more about
research developments overseas.
Several analysts have discussed this issue and proposed steps to increase
the ability of Americans to understand and benefit from overseas research and
technology, including technology created by offshoring.71 These analysts are
actually asking a larger question: given globalization, including the rise of China
and India as technological nations and given increased outsourcing to these
countries, what strategies would enable America to benefit from these trends?
An American innovation policy broader than the current mainstream consensus
might very well include the steps that these analysts recommend.
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5. A NEW ELEMENT IN THE U.S. DEBATE OVER INNOVATION: MAJOR
DISCUSSIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY ISSUES
Before turning to this paper’s conclusions, one more topic deserves to be
mentioned briefly. This year there is an important new element in the debate
over U.S. innovation policy, and it will have important implications for both
American innovation and America’s overall future.
The U.S. debate over innovation policy that began in 2003 and continues
into 2007 focuses on general issues of economic competitiveness and jobs. But
also since 2003 another, more specific U.S. innovation debate has slowly
developed and now, in 2007, may become as visible and important as the debate
over how to promote general economic competitiveness. This is the developing
debate over what policies and technologies to adopt in order to protect the
environment and lower America’s dependence on foreign sources of energy.
Two major developments have led to this growing attention to
environmental and energy issues: the War in Iraq, which has made Americans
cautious about depending so much on oil from the Middle East, and growing
American awareness of the dangers of global warming.
In fact, not since the early 1970s has the concern with environmental
protection loomed so large in American society. Environmental threats –
particularly in the global context – are constantly and seriously discussed among
scientists, business people, policy-makers, and ordinary citizens alike, thus
creating a policy environment in which major changes in law and economic
structures are almost certain to arise. Although some thinkers and
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commentators72 73 have long recognized the strong connection between the
environment and technological change, the general appreciation of this nexus is
only in its infancy. Certainly, it is not yet part of the innovation policy consensus
discussed in this report.
The new salience of environmental issues has arisen from a complex mix
of science, economics, law, popular consciousness and politics. For example, last
month’s publication of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
report has made it clear to many who were previously doubters that the scientific
basis linking climate change to current energy technologies is indeed robust. The
most forward-looking members of the business community in the US have begun
to take climate change seriously, even forming quasi-lobbying groups to
advocate for new public policies.74 Property owners and insurers alike are
motivated by the reality of climate-induced damage, in coastal areas and others
experiencing weather anomalies. Articles on “global warming” abound in the
popular press.
These concerns are beginning to enter the political and legal realm with
ever-increasing urgency. The State of Massachusetts (along with several other
states), recently persuaded the U.S. Supreme Court to order the federal
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to reconsider its refusal to list carbon
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dioxide and other greenhouse gases as pollutants under the federal Clean Air
Act, thus ensuring new policies at the federal level.75 In the Congress, a new
committee has been formed in the House of Representatives to manage the many
proposals for climate change legislation.76
Perhaps most dramatically of all, the State of California has enacted a
comprehensive program to cap and reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.
California’s initiative marks a profound step not only because it takes place in a
very large economy, but also because California has long been the originator of
environmental policies that have later been adopted at the national level. The
dual facts that California politicians (including a Republican governor) have
accepted the urgency of the climate change threat, and that they have chosen to
do so with an innovative policy tool (the so-called “cap and trade” option),
suggests that the US as a whole may well move in this direction.
Of course, environmental policy casts a much broader net than only
energy and global warming issues. The much-discussed idea of “clean
technology,” for example, is more of an issue of manufacturing design than
energy usage. The main point to be made here is that environmental issues,
being so pervasive and so highly salient, are becoming an important part of the
overall American debate over innovation policy. And while no mainstream
consensus has yet emerged concerning environmental and energy technology
issues, environmental concerns are sure to transform the context for
technological innovation in profound ways for the foreseeable future.
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6. CONCLUSION
On one level, Gathering Storm, the American Competitiveness Initiative,
and the mainstream American innovation policy that they represent are very
important developments for the United States. For the first time since the 1980s,
Americans are not only discussing how to nurture long-term research-based
economic growth; they have also reached consensus on certain basic actions
concerning basic research and science and engineering education, and the
President and Congress have begun to invest significant public money in these
areas. For any American concerned about competitiveness and innovation, these
are valuable and encouraging steps. As America becomes more of a knowledgebased economy, and as the country continues to build new industries and jobs
based on new knowledge, these investments are likely to produce important
benefits.
And from a political point of view, the consensus has the advantage of
being simple, non-controversial, and backed by the leaders of universities,
government laboratories, and major high-tech companies. The consensus
recommends steps that have long been popular with these groups: more basic
research funding, educating additional PhD scientists and engineers, and
extending tax credits for corporate R&D. For Members of Congress who want to
help U.S. competitiveness without engaging in bitter debates about other
proposals, the mainstream consensus has a powerful attraction.
However, America’s mainstream consensus on innovation policy is also
incomplete and simplistic. From a skeptic’s point of view, it over-states what
additional investments in basic research in the physical sciences, more PhD
training, and more tax credits can do for overall U.S. jobs, competitiveness, and
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innovation. It largely ignores important lessons from the 1980s about what
policies actually lead to more research-based innovation in the economy,
particularly the importance of several factors: the role of engineering
development in innovation, the value of policies that help entrepreneurs
overcome the “valley of death,” the key role regional clusters, and the fact that
most Americans work in services and general manufacturing. And it largely
ignores important new trends in the global and U.S. economies. As a result, the
mainstream consensus over-promises what it can deliver and misses an
opportunity to help Americans figure out how to prosper in a complex and often
bewildering new world economy.
Supporters of Gathering Storm will point out, correctly, that these
proposals can win broad bipartisan political support and thus should be
supported. Skeptics, however, will point out that Americans have much more
thinking to do if they are indeed to create good jobs and a decent standard of
living in such a competitive world.
It is not clear whether, and when, the United States will have this deeper,
more sophisticated debate. But if it does, other political analysts have offered
broader perspectives can that help point the way.

